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enesis, at South Coast Medical Center,
has provided comprehensive, profes-

sional treatment for alcoholism and drug
dependency since 1973. Thousands of
Genesis patients and their families have
successfully made the transition into long-
term 12 step recovery! Genesis offers clients
effective price structures that save
employee benefit dollars. Travel arrange-
ments can be facilitated.

South Coast Medical Center, South Laguna, California

Our comprehensive JCAHO accredited
programs are:

• Inpatient Care — variable lengths of stay
•Intensive Outpatient Care
Comprehensive Day Treatment

For more information, call collect (714) 499 7150
and ask for Joe Sweeney, M.A.,
Genesis Administrative Director.

~~

South Coast
Medical Center
a not-foryprofit community hospital

31872 Coast Highway, South Laguna, CA 92677 (714) 499 71.50
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THIS ISSUE of the Exchange
concerns "treatment," but
treatment is not an isolated
occurrence. For the EAP
counselor, problem assess-
mentand referral, and the
administering of appropriate
treatment, should be grafted
together as tightly as
possible. The value of the
EAP counselor to a work organization, then, is predicated
on his or her ability to place the client in the right treatment
program.

THE BREAD AND BUTTER of EAPs has traditionally been
the accurate assessment of addictive diseases, despite the
characteristic denial that accompanies them as stigmatized
illnesses. Historically, no one else in the occupational
setting has dealt with these problems with the competency
of EAP counselors. Over the years, many a manager and
supervisor has been downright mystified when the EAP has
rehabilitated a worker who was thought to be a "lost
cause." This mystique serves to remind management that
EAPs are a valuable, unique function to the organization.
As the art on this month's cover suggests, getting the EAP

client the right treatment is often a matter of removing the
"smoking glass" to get to the obscured, underlying problem.
The first article is a basic "how-to" article by Marie McCor-
mick on the art of conducting an accurate assessment. Dr.
William Sonnenstuhl then describes how the EAP coun-
selor'sjob of helping an alcoholic differs from helping

EDITOR'S COMMENT

emovin t e
mo ass

persons with other be-
havioral illnesses. Dr. John
Wallace sheds some new
light on the treatment of
chemical dependency, and
Dr. Ed Rosenberg and
Michael Connor discuss.the
dual diagnosis of chemical
dependency and mental
illness. Finally, information

on the need for new alcoholism treatment is proffered by the
Institute of Medicine. (This is based on the report "Broadening
the Base of Treatment for Alcohol Problems," which is
distinct from another recent IoM report, "Committee for the
Study of Treatment and Rehabilitation Services for
Alcoholism.")
REFERRAL TO APPROPRIATE TREATMENT is a money
issue, too. In this, the era of cost containment for mental
health treatment, there have been many new strategies to
squeeze the pressure points where the dollars flow. An
episode of inpatient alcoholism treatment may cost $10,000.
But this is paltry compared to the six figures that the untreated
alcoholic often costs an employer in the treatment of
secondary symptoms. Thus, real cost containment begins
with effective assessment and referral, and this is the fertile
high ground on which the P plants its flag.

RUDY . YANDRICK
EDITO
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FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

9~
___There have been several develop=

menu lately which underscore
the importance of EAPs in deal

ing with alcoholism. These include the
release of the Institute of Medicine Re-
port on Alcoholism (IoM); the adop-
tion of a statement of principles by
EAPA and several other national or-
ganizations inthe alcoholism field; the
trial of the skipper of the Exxon Val-
dez; the allegations that three mem-
bers of a Northwest Airlines cockpit
crew had violated FAA and company
rules prohibiting drinking before flight
time; and, finally, the plans for the
55th Anniversary Convention of AI-
coholics Anonymous this summer.
The IoM study is entitled "Broaden-

ing the Base of Treatment for Alcohol
Problems" and was commissioned by
Congress in 1986. It is a massive docu-
ment of 609 pages and will be avail-
able for purchase from the National
Academy Press in May. From the be-
ginning of the study, the IoM commit-
tee responsible for it expressed keen
interest in the role of EAP, and the
committee included former ALMACA/
EAPA president Jim Francek.

have had an opportunity to review
the prepublication copy of the IoM
study, a summary of which appears on
pages 26-28 of this issue. It is well
done and contains many suggestions
which will be useful to the alcoholism
field, from the individual program
level to national policy debates. Its
recommendations are rooted in a con-
cept which it refers to as a "vision."
This vision is a sense of where the sys-
tem for the treatment of alcohol prob-
lems seems to be heading. The report
states:

That structure is a treatment system in
which a broad community-wide treat-
menteffort is coupled closely with a com-
prehensive specialized treatment effort.
The role of community agencies in treat-
ment would include the identification of
individuals with alcohol problems, the
provision of brief intervention to a portion
of those identified, and the referral of
others to specialized treatment.

The report identifies several "princi-
pal actors" that it feels must take
leadership in developing diversified
treatment for alcohol problems. It
states:

Employers...can take the lead...in the de-
velopment and testing of the vision
through their already existing EAPs...ln
some respects, EAPs are similar in form
and function to the kind of mechanism
recommended in this report...They have
in p/ace rudimentary assessment and con-
tinuity assurance mechanisms. EAP coun-
selors...have informal means for evaluat-
ing treatment agencies and for matching
referrals to them...Thus, an opportunity
exists for EAPs...to implement the com-
mittee's vision...Recently, several com-
panies have introduced assessment and
case management systems (e.g. that were
introduced by General Motors and United
Auto Workers...) that are quite reminis-
cent of this report's recommendations."

The IoM tackled the issue of "what is
treatment' and came up with a very
broad definition. It is this:

Treatment refers to the broad range of
services, including identification, brief in-
tervention, assessment, diagnosis, coun-
seling, medical services, psychiatric serv-
ices, psychological services, social serv-
ices, and follow-up, for persons with al-
cohol problems.

This broad definition gives further
strength to our position that "counsel-
ing" done by EAPs is different from the
narrow definition of therapeutic coun-
seling that legislators require for state
licensing. This broad definition of
treatment includes everyday activities
for employers and other parts of the
community to simply have people
change unhealthy drinking patterns.
When the drinking problem has pro-
gressed beyond this, the individual is
referred to specialized treatment pro-
grams that legislators have in mind
when they pass licensing require-
ments. The California Department of
Corporations should acquire some of
the broad knowledge of the alco-
holism field that is possessed by the
authors of this report. Indeed, the re-

ports broad vision of treatment re-
minds me ofthe enlightened definition
of "non-therapeutic counseling"
carved out by the Californa Supreme
Court in the Grace Church case.
The report is full of outstanding in-

sights about the broad scope of al-
coholism treatment issues, and I do
not intend to summarize it. It has one
other point that I want to mention. The
report brings back the notion of "pre-
treatment" which I think is one of the
most important contributions of the
EAP field to alcoholism treatment and
prevention, to say nothing of other
health problems. Here is another pas-
sagefrom the text:

...although' the identification of persons
with alcohol problems has been much
stressed in (EAP] programs, the therapeu-
tic focus has been primarily on referral
rather than on intervention. Referral may
indeed be appropriate in some instances,
but an on-site capability for dealing with
at least some proportion of employee al-
cohol problems would be a logical exten-
sion of (E,4Ps]...Although the importance
of alcohol problems...is considerable, it
does not follow that the settings will
necessarily be receptive to mounting in-
tervention programs. It may be necessary
over time to foster a climate of institu-
tional change with respect to alcohol
problems.

Gale Named as Western
Region Nominating
Committee Member
Page fi of the March issue ran a

listing of Nominating Commit-
tee members for the upcoming
National [APA elections. Linda
Morrissey was shown as the West-
ern Region contact. This is incor-
rect. The appropriate person to
contact is Joan Gale. She can be
written to or called at:

Joan Gale, Employee Assistance
Counselor, Maricopa Cotmty, 11
W. ►efferson, Suite 14, Phoenix,
AZ 85003; (6U2) 26"I -7030.
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This is not a new _EAP concept, but
the IoM does us a big favor of remind-
ing us of it when many people (such as
those in the illegal drug field, for ex-
ample) see EAP as just a funnel to treat-
ment. For those who want to brush up
on this important concept, I recom-
mend Trice and Roman's classic,
Spirits and Demons at Work.
The mention of illegal drugs gives

me an opportunity to briefly mention
the three "principles" drafted by the
major national alcoholism organiza-
tions. It has been approved by the
EAPA Executive Committee and the
suport of other organizations is wel-
come. Over the last year or so, we
realized that the "War on Drugs" has
become a "War on Addicts," and that
included people addicted to all kinds
of mind-altering chemicals, whether
obtained legally or illegally. It was felt
that a statement of principles was
needed to reaffirm that addiction is a
health problem and that addicts can be
treated and rehabilitated. Here are the
principles:

1) Alcoholism and other drug dependency
must be addressed primarily as a public
health problem.
2) Access to appropriate care, delivered
by credentialed professionals, must be
provided to persons dependent on alcof►ol
and other drugs.
3) Public and private funding must be sig-
nificantly increased, and policies im-
proved, to provide adequate levels of care
for persons dependent on alcohol and
other drugs.
No other industry has been bom-

barded with the "search and destroy"
message about the addict than trans-
portation. Captain Hazelwood stands
alone on trial in Alaska while Exxon,
the state and federal government, the
Coast Guard, Congress, the environ-
mentalists and the shipping industry
'are apparently getting a free ride from
being held at all responsible. Mean-
while, the experience of many com-
paniesprogressively dealing with drug
and alcoholism problems through
transportation-industry EAPs is ig-
nored by the politicians and press. (For
an excellent report on whaYs wrong
with politics in this country, I recom-
mend looking up the front-page article
of the March 18, 1990 issue of The
New York Times. It is one of the few
times that I have ever seen the press in-
dict itself.)

In early March, it was alleged that
three members of the cockpit crew of a
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Northwest Airlines flight violated
company and FAA rules against using
alcoholic beverages. This has re-
newed talk of Congress "fixing the
problem" by passing a bill to require
alcohol testing for transportation
workers.

In January, EAPA submitted formal
comments to Secretary of Transporta-
tion Skinner saying that we do not
think that these issues lend themselves
to legislation, and we offered to help
DoT consider regulations. There are
many good programs in the transporta-
tion industry. Several outstanding
models of labor-management cooper-
ation are the programs developed in
the railroad industry.

From what is reported of the North-
west incident, awell-run EAP would
have identified the Captain as a trou-
bled employee and a program would
have been designed for him. Fortu-
nately, Northwest has recently started
an EAP—better late than never—so
they can address future problems. AI-
most alone in American industry, the
Exxon CEO continues to steer his com-
pany upstream against years of experi-
ence in dealing with employees with

alcohol problems. I can only repeat
what I and many of you have said—he
is charting another disaster. Punitive
programs are counterproductive to the
mission of management and labor be-
cause they will discourage employees
from seeking helpforthemselves, their
coworkers and the people they super-
vise.

In closing this column on al-
coholism in the workplace, I want to
mention the 55th Anniversary Con-
vention of Alcoholics Anonymous,
which will be held in Seattle, Wash-
ington on July 5-8. I have received the
greatest honor of my professional life
by being invited to speak at one of its
workshops. I am humbled by their re-
quest for me to say a few words about
how AA can work better with our field.
Certainly, the Fellowship of AA has
been a foundation for the develop-
ment ofthe EAP field.
Considering the "vision" of the IoM

committee, the blindness of the Exxon
CEO and the myopia of the politicians,
we know that the years of experience
of all those in the Fellowship will con-
tinue to be a beacon for EAP.❑

Dr. Kleber Comments Favorably on EAPs
Herbert D. Kleber, MD, who works

under Dr. William Bennett in the
Office of National Drug Control Pol-
icy, has gone on record as endorsing
EAPs. As the Deputy Director for De-
mand Reduction, during a legislative
and policy conference on February
21, 1990, EAPA Executive Director
Tom Delaney heard Dr. Kleber pro-
mote four ways in which the work-
place can contribute to demand-re-
duction activities: a firm, clear policy;
training; drug testing, where appropri-
ate; and an EAP. Dr. Kleber said that
EAPs are important in the national goal
of rehabilitating employed workers so
they can continue working. He added
that testing is not a substitute for any of
the three other components. A trans-
cript of that speech was not available,
but here is an excerpt from a speech
given before the Conway Institute in
Boston, MA on October 19, 1989.

Employers should have drug-free work-
place policies, including, where appropri-
ate, drug testing, supervisor training and
employee assistance programs. When one
speaks with people in the workplace about
drug use, you find that those who know

whether someone is using drugs are more
likely coworkers, notsupervisors. Whether
they do something about it, whether the
coworkers put pressure on you to get help,
or report you to the employee assistance
program if you do not, is a function of what
he thinks will happen. If he thinks you will
be immediately fired, he will not report
you—he's your comrade. But he is much
more likely to, however, if he thinks you
are going to be helped. Getting you help
not only benefits you, the drug user, but
helps him, too, since your using drugs on
the job makes work more dangerous for
him. Again, firm policies are needed, but
rehabilitation programs are just as impor-
tant so that individuals can get help.
Employee assistance programs can be

very effective. A number ofsuch programs
have been studied, and they commonly
show a success rate for drug and alcohol
problems in excess of 65 % . They are cost-
effective for large employers, and it is a
humane way of approaching the problem,
as well. Drug-free workplaces are an im-
portant part of our policy—it is an impor-
tant place for early intervention with the
person who is alreadyan addict, and a cru-
cial place to hold the casua) user account=
able for his use. ❑
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So. Ohio Chapter Promotes Recertification
ast year, the time was right for the
recertification process to grab a
foothold in southern Ohio. The

local EAPA chapter was looking for
ways to develop its membership. There
was already a substantial number of
training providers in the area. The
Southern Ohio Chapter of EAPA also
had a member ready to volunteer his
services.
The Employee Assistance Certifica-

tion Commission, nationally, was
looking for grassroots support of the re-
certification process which started in
March 1989. So it was natural for the
two groups to work together for mutual
benefit. Last May 30, after the EACC
had released its Recertification Guide
and Training Providers Guide, chapter
member Phil Flench, EAP consultant
for the Ohio Bureau of workers Com-
pensation, wrote to the Southern Ohio
Chapter president, Jerry Stickley, EAP
administrator for Cincinnati Bell Tele-
phone, to volunteer for an as-yet non-
existent post of recertification liaison.
With the chapter's consent, Stickley
approved.
"When I first saw the EACC's infor-

mation," Flench recal Is, "I noticed that
EAPA chapters were being asked to take
charge of the recertification process. It
appeared to me that professional devel-
opment was becoming a major move-
ment inthe EAPfield, and it was an op-
portunity for the Southern Ohio Chapter
to assume local leadership."
The chapter has done just that. It has

been offering PDH-approved course-
work during its bimonthly chapter
meetings since last September. It also
mailed informational PDH materials
late last year to prospective training
providers, as well as the CEAPs in Ohio
and neighboring states.

Flench assembled a promotional
packet for trainers that included "how-
to" details about applying for profes-
sional development hours in order to
offer training, working with the EACC
office in Arlington, Virginia, receiving
chapter endorsement of training, and
completi ng the EACC's trai n i ng forms.

He also included a sample "block of
training" description, a seminar evalu-
ation form, and miscellaneous notes
about the PDH process. He says that as
a result of the mailing, about 30 train-
ing providers have either already of-
fered PDH-approved training or ex-
pressed an interest in it.

In his capacity as chapter recertifica-
tion liaison, Flench is the designated
chapter contact person for trainers. He
provides them with consultation and
chapter endorsement.

In the December mailing to CEAPs
in Ohio and neighboring states,
Flench informed them of professional-
development training scheduled for
chapter meetings in 1990. A mailing
was made to 475 CEAPs in Ohio and
neighboring states, as well as to the
350 persons on the chapter's mailing
list, 320 members of the Ohio Psy-
chological Association, and the 120
attendees of an EAP conference spon-
sored by the Greater Cincinnati
Chamber of Commerce last year. All
told, about 1,600 pieces of mail were
distributed.
PDH training available in southern

Ohio has covered all Content Areas.
Private trainers usually offer instruc-
tion in Content Areas 5 and 6 (Chemi-
cal Dependency &Addictions and
Personal &Psychological Problems,
respectively), in which up to 40% of
PDHs may be obtained in order to re-

main certified. The chapter's
bimonthly programs have covered all
Content Areas and are valued at three
or four PDHs each. Additionally, the
chapter's annual two-day seminar is
being held this month, and it has been
approved for 12 PDHs in Content
Areas 3 and 4 (EAP Policy & Adminis-
tration and EAP Direct Services, re-
spectively)—the core of the EAP prac-
tice—in which a minimum of 60% of
PDHs must be attained. According to
Jerry Stickley, "The recertification
process requires that a CEAP mustearn
at least 100 PDHs over five years,
which averages out to 20 PDHs per
year. The chapter is proud of the fact
that southern Ohio now has the train-
ing opportunities to easily earn the 20
minimum in a single year. In fact, fully
participating chapter members who
are CEAPs nevereven have Logo outof
their way to earn the PDHs they need."

Stickley also notes that the chapter
has realized a modest increase in
membership due to its local leadership
in the recertification process. Several
new members have indicated that they
joined as a direct result of the chapter's
PDH programming. "The chapter de-
cided from the start to get behind the
PDH process and hang with it," he
states. "Recertification has been a very
worthwhile undertaking for us." ❑

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
DO IT ALONE
ANYMORE! ! !

ACOA/
CO-DEPENDENCY
TREATMENT

CALL TODAY!!! SHELBY MEDICAL

(205) 663-8663 ~ P ENTER

ALABASTER, ALABAMA
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FILM
REVIEWS

TITLE: TOWARD ADRUG-FREE
WORKPLACE

SUBJECT: EAPs

REVIEWER COMMENTS

~ Fair film for drug-free workplace
orientation. Good discussion of en-
abling. Good educational film that is
consistent with the drug-free work-
place act and compliance requirements.

~ On the other hand, there are some
misstatements of fact, and there is some
confusion evident over the place of al-
cohol and prescription drugs in the
drug-free workplace.

CONTENT RATING: 74
Comprehensive .......... 65
Direct ................ 80
Timely ................ 95
Accurate .............. 60
Informative ............. 75
Credible ............... 75
Presentation ............. 75
Year of First Release: 1989.
Length: 13 minutes.
Format: VHS or U-Matic.
Cost: $195 to purchase.
Order: Hazelden, P.O. Box 176,
Pleasant Valley Road, Center City, MN
50512. Telephone 1-800-328-9000.

TITLE: UTILIZING EFFECTIVE
DISCIPLINARY ACTION

SUBJECT: EAPs

REVIEWER COMMENTS

~ Profiles constructive confrontation.
Focuses on employees who fail to make
use of their EAP and continue to be ir-
responsible and demonstrate declin-
ingjob performance. Good discussion
coordinating with demonstration of
good problem solving.

~ On the downside, the program
does not go into enough detail on feed-
back to the EAP. Not good for initial
supervisory training.

CONTENT RATING: 87
Comprehensive .......... B5
Direct ................ 95
Timely ................ 100
Accurate .............. 95
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Informative ............. 80
Credible ............... 80
Presentation ............. 75
Year of First Release: 1985.
Length: 10 minutes.
Format: VHS, Beta, and U-Matic.
Cost: $495 to purchase; $130 to rent,
and $35 to preview.
Order: American Media Inc., 1454
30th Street, West Des Moines, IA
50265; 1-800-262-2557.

TITLE: I HAVE A FRIEND...
SUBJECT: EAPs

REVIEWER COMMENTS

~ Professionally done, offers a good
explanation of how the EAP can help.
Good discussion of confidentiality and
enabling, also shows how union and

management get involved together.
Good check list of do's and don'ts.

~ On the other hand, the program is a
little too slow and is somewhat idealistic.

CONTENT RATING: 83
Comprehensive .......... 75
Direct ................ 80
Timely ................ 95
Accurate .............. 85
Informative ............. BO
Credible ............... 80
Presentation ............. 85

Year of First Release: 1989.
Length: 30 minutes.
Format: VHS or U-Matic.
Cost: $449 to purchase; $40 to preview.
Order: Performance Resource Press,
2145 Crooks Road, Suite 103, Troy,
MI 48084; (313) 643-9580. ❑

St. Anthony's Medical Center
Hyland Center • St. Anthony's Paychlatrlc Center

Hyland Chlld and Adolescent Center

Specialists In Chemical Dependency
and Psychiatric Treatment

Hvland Center...
The 86-bed inpatienUoutpatiertt faeility provides effective alcoholism/
chemical dependency treatment for adults. Specialized services include
relapse, cocaine and impaired medicaVhealth professionals treatment
programs. Call 314/525-7200.

St. Anthony's Psychlatrlc Center...
As the area's leader in private psychiatric treatment, the 152-bed
inpatienVoutpatieM facility has seven specialized units: StabilizatioN
Evaluation, Stress, Senior Stress, Eating Disorders, Dual Diagnosis,
Irrtermediate and Intensive Care. Call 314/525-1800.

Hyland Chlld and Adolescent Center...
Designed specffically for the treatment of children and adolescents, the
126-bed facility provides six units: Chemical Dependency, Psychiatric,
Stabilization/Evaluation, Dual Diagnosis, Pediatric Psychiatry and
Psychiatric Intensive Care. Call 314/525-3400.

You have options when you call St Anthony's Medical Center.
We oNer inpatient, partial hospitalization, and day
and evening outpatient treatment programs.

St. Anthony's Medical Center
10010 Kennerly Road • St. Louts, Missouri 63128
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At LIFELINE, we've helped thousands of people
end the nightmare of cocaine abuse.

LIFELINE'S full-time staff uses the most advanced
relapse prevention techniques.

And with a comprehensive two-year follow-up
program, LIFELINE paves the way for a
long-term, productive return to daily life.

CHICAGO
Louis A. Weiss Memorial Hospital
Chicago Osteopathic Medical Center
24-Hour Hotline
(312) 275-9393
Outside IL 800-822-4898

If someone you know has a cocaine problem,
call LIFELINE...before they just blow their
life away.

Contact LIFELINE today for more information.

(312) 275-9393 ~~~~ago~

(313) 75 5 -~6~~ (Detroit)

DETROIT
Northwest General Hospital
Doctors Hospital
24-Hour Hotline
(313) 755-0600
Outside (313) 800-638-8099

LIFELINE
The Shortest Distance Between

Addiction ~ Recoveryti"



Pl~BLIC
POLICY

State Public Policy Coordinators Named
APA continues to develop its state public policy initia-
tive by naming state public policy coordinators in each
of the 50 states in the U.S., plus the District of Columbia.

As defined by EAPA Public Policy Committee chairperson
Barbara Feuer, EAP director for the Association of Flight
Attendants, the coordinators work with chapter public policy
representatives and National EAPA in monitoring state legis-
lativeand regulatory activities that would directly or indirectly

impact EAPs. The coordinators serve principally to funnel
EAP-related public policy activities in the states to National
EAPA. They do not engage in lobbying activities.

For the benefit of EAPA members who would like to con-
tact the public policy coordinators in their state, the follow-
ing is a list of coordinators, as well as their addresses and
phone numbers.

NEW YORK DELAWARE ALABAMA

Eastern Region Don Skaarup James Huard
~,,

Charles Ash

Regional Representative
AFL-CIO Director The Bradford Group

Kevin Parker
100 South Swan Street Addictions Coalition of ~ 9002-C Parkway East

State of Maine EAP
Albany, NY 12210 Delaware Birmingham, AL 35206

P.O. Box 112 (518).436-8516 103 West 7th Street (205) 833-.9412

126 Second Street PENNSYLVANIA Wilmington, DE 19801
FLORIDA

Hollowell, ME 04347 Jeffre JohnstonY
(302) 9F34-2322

Chuck Rabaut
(207) 289-5752 Office of Drug and Alcohol DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PDADMAD

CONNECTICUT
Programs Kate Malliarakis Senior Human Services

Chet Griffith
P.O. Box 90 4001 North 26th Street Program Specialist

Support Manager
Room 929 Arlington, VA 22207 Florida Department of Health

Xerox Corporation
Health and Welfare Building (~03) 522-3245 and Rehabilitation Services

P.O. Box 1600
Harrisburg, PA 17108

MARYLAND 1309 Winewood Boulevard

Stamford, CT 06904 (717) 783-8200
Philip J. McKenna

Tallahassee, FL 32301

1-800-366-9327
(717) 787-2523

Baltimore Gas &Electric (904) 488-0900

MAINE
RHODE ISLAND P.O. Box 1475 GEORGIA

Earle R. Loomer, Jr.
Robert W. MacDonald Room 1511 Ed Pierce

Executive Director
Executive Director Baltimore, MD 21203 EAP Consultant

National Council on
Rhode Island EAP (301) 234-7475 Georgia Department of~Human

Alcoholism, Maine
33 Colle e Hall Road
WarrickgRl 02886 VIRGINIA

Services
878 Peachtree Street283 State Street

(401) 828-9560 Stephen (Steve) Jurentkuff Atlanta, GA 30309
Augusta, ME 04330

VERMONT Family and Children's Service (404) 894-4740(207) 626-3494 1518 Willow Lawn Drive
MASSACHUSETTS

Geraldine Bloomberg Richmond, VA 23230 KENTUCKY

Leroy Kelly
President and Owner

(804) 282-4255 Julianne True

Associate Director
Workplace Solutions
168 Battery Street WEST VIRGINIA

EAP Administrator
KY Dept. of PersonnelNORCAP Center Burlington, VT 05401 Barbara Banonis 600 Teton Trail111 Dedham Street

Norfolk, MA 02056 (~02) 862-3373 EARS Frankfort, KY 40601
2302 Claridge Circle (502) 564-5788(508) 668-0385 South Charleston, WV 25303

Mid-Atlantic RegionNEW HAMPSHIRE (304) 744-6029
Mike Beebe

MISSISSIPPI

New Life Center
Regional Representative Pending

Southern Region169 South River Road Alpha Brown

Bedford, NH 03102
Executive Director
Allied Counseling and Regional Representative NORTH CAROLINA

(603) 627-9893 Consulting Barbara W. (Midgie) Brawley Hugh Grigereii
NEW JERSEY 1919 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. EAP Director Employee Assistance Program

Tom Graham Suite 300 First Union Corporation ITT Corporation

The Harbor Washington, DC 20006 1 First Union Plaza 3127 Smoketree Court

1405 Clinton Street (202) 457-1111 301 S. College Street Raleigh, NC 27604

Hoboken, NJ 07030 PERS-6 (919) 850-4357

(201) 656-4040 Charlotte, NC 28288
(704) 374-6449
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SOUTH CAROLINA

Don Lake
EAP Coordinator
Family Service Center
P.O. Box 7876
1800 Main Street
Columbia, SC 29202

(803)781-6032

TENNESSEE

Frank Burger
EAP Services Director
United Paperworkers Union
AFL-CIO

3340 Perimeter Hill Drive
Nashville, TN 37202
(E~15) 834-8590

North Central Region

Regional Representative

Janet Deming
President
dor and associates, inc.
430 First Avenue North
Suite 600
Minneapolis, MN 55401
(612) 332-4805

ILLINOIS

John Tuttle
AA EAP
P.O. Box 66033
Chicago, IL 60666
(312) 686-4179

IOWA

Bob Hudson
Program Coordinator
Assistance Center
974 73rd Street, #37
Des Moines, IA 50312
(515) 225-8446

MINNESOTA

Lee Mauk
EAP Director
Metropolitan Clinic of
Counseling

2550 University Avenue West
Suite 325N
St. Paul, MN 55114

(612) 641-0578

NEBRASKA

Phillip Tegeler
Director
Directions EAP
3201 Pioneer Boulevard
Suite 202
Lincoln, NE 68502

(402) 488-1032

NORTH DAKOTA

Larry Johnson
Marketing/Sales Vice President
Employee Assistance Program

Consultants
3330 Fiechtner Drive
Fargo, ND 58103

(701) 235-4440

SOUTH DAKOTA

Don Tripp
Owner
Priority One Resources
P.O. Box 1402
Sioux Falls, SD 57105

(605) 336-3691

WISCONSIN

Cephus Childs
State-wide Director, EAP
Wisconsin Dept. of Employee

Relations
137 East Wilson Street
P.O. Box 7855
Madison, WI 53707-7855

(608) 266-9564

Midwestern Region

Regional Representative

Boyd Sturdevant
Director
Employee Counseling Service
Room 610
205 North College Avenue
Bloomington, IN 47401
(812) 336-7814

INDIANA

Philip Hess
Chief Executive Officer
Professional Counseling

Centers of Indiana
602 North High School Road
Suite 100-B
Indianapolis, IN 46214
(317) 241-9788

MICHIGAN

Jo R. Hall
Management Consultant
CARES Employee Assistance
Program

913 West Holmes
Suite 255
Lansing, MI 48910
(517) 393-4191
1-800-234-4191

OHIO

Robert Partridge
Columbus Area Council on

Alcoholism
360 South Third Street
Suite 306
Columbus, OH 43215

(614) 464-0191

Southwestern Region

Regional Representative

Dan Hearn
EAP Representative
General Motors Corporation
CPC Group—Oklahoma City
UAW Local 1999
7125 South Air Depot
Oklahoma City, OK 73135

(405) 733-6386

ARKANSAS

Ron V. Bass
EAP Administrator
DHS/Employee Assistance
Program

Hall Building
Suite 323
209 West Capitol Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72202
(501) 3 71-3678

KANSAS

Harriet Hensley
Coordinator
Employee Assistance Programs
The Menninger Clinic.
Box 829
Topeka, KS 66601
(913) 232-7214
1-800-922-9053

LOUISIANA

Roslyn Gustafson
President
Sunshine EAP
2237 South Acadian
Suite 301
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(504) 927-2494

MISSOURI

Darles Vernon
EAP Administrator
Memorial Community Hospital
P.O. Box 104420
1432 Southwest Boulevard
Jefferson City, MO 65110
(314) 635-6811 x473

OKLAHOMA

Don Dyer
Oklahoma Department of
Human Services

310 Northeast 28th Street
Suite 206
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

(405) 528-6112

TEXAS

Terrence R. Cowan
Executive Director
Workers Assistance Program

of Texas
1700 West 6th Street
Austin, TX 78703
(512) 477-4491

Western Region

Regional Representative

Jim Lehman
EAP Coordinator
Montana Deaconess Medical
Center

1101 26th Street South
Great Falls, MT 59405-5193
(406) 761-1200
1-800-548-9970

ARIZONA

Russ Binicki
Manager
Employee Assistance Program
Maricopa County
11 West Jefferson
Suite 14
Phoenix, AZ 85003
(602) 261-7030

COLORADO

Leslie Crispelle
Legal Consultant
Office of the Governor
140 East 19th Avenue
Suite 100
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 894-2750 (Office)
(303) 279-7370 (Home)

IDAHO

Thomas G. Stoltman-Hamilton
2285 Elizabeth Boulevard
Twin Falls, ID 83301

(208) 734-4200 (Office)
(208) 733-6975 (Home)

(Tom is marketing manager of
the HCA Walker Clinic,
Gooding, ID.)

MONTANA

)im Lehman
EAP Coordinator
Montana Deaconess Medical
Center

1101 26th Street South
Great Falls; MT 59405-5193
(406) 761-1200
1-800-548-9970 x5730
(Jim is also Regional

Representative for EAPA's
Western Region.)

NEVADA ~,

Sharyn Peal
Statewide Program Coordinator
Bureau of Alcohol &
Drug Abuse

505 East King
Room 500
Carson City, NV 89710
(702) 687-4790 `
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NEW MEXICO ALASKA 4 '
Neil Berman Darryl Logan
President Director
EAP of Santa Fe Human Affairs of Alaska
1437 Paseo de Peralta 4300 B Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501 Suite 606
(505) 988-5944 Anchorage, AK 99503 BILLS IN THE HOPPER

UTAH (907) 562-0794 STATE LEGISLATION
David Levine CALIFORNIA The following summary was provided by EAPA's public infor-
Vice President Tony Aguilar mation officer, Dick Bickerton. Accompanying each state list-
Human Affairs International EAP Manager ing is the state public policy coordinator or other person who
5801 South 300 East Cable Data Inc. provided the information.
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 11020 Sun Center Drive GEORGIA
(801) 578-7334 Sacramento, CA 95873-1020

(916) 636-4537 
Coordinator: Ed Pierce, EAP Consultant, Georgia Department

WYOMING of Human Resources
Lael Good HAWAII 

The 45-day, 1990 /egisla[ive session for the state of Georgia
Good & Hil I Joyce Ingram-Chinn ended in March. Each of the following bills passed both cham-
P.O. Box 41 Joyce Ingram-Chinn, Inc. bets of the legislative session. At press time, they were awaiting
651 Gilchrist P.O. Box 1233 the signature of Governor Joe Frank Harris.
Wheatland, WY 82201 Kailua, HI 96734
(307) 322-2915 (808) 262-0742 

S. 500, a bill to establish a "Drug-Free Public Work Force"

OREGON 
This bill would cover employees of the state.
Under the bill, employees convicted of "any criminal offense"

Pacific Re ion 
less Kushner involving a controlled substance could be suspended from their

g Assistant Director jobs for at least two months. A second conviction could result in
Regional Representative Department of Human termination. The provisions are intended as minimum sanctions
Roger Wapner Resources and that more stringent sanctions could be applied.
Regional EAP Coordinator Drug and Alcohol Programs
Pacific Gas &Electric 1178 Chameketa Street, N.E. H.B. 9, the state Drug-Free Workplace Act

Company Salem, OR 97310 This bill would forbid the state from doing business with con-
111 Almaden Boulevard (503) 378-2163 tractors who do not certify adrug-free workplace. This bill
San Jose, CA 95115-0005 specifies requirements for adrug-free workplace and provides

(408) 282-7291 
WASHINGTON conditions under which the state may suspend, terminate or
Pending debar contractors who fail to comply.

Legal Action Center to Provide
Public Policy Services to EAPA
The Legal Action Center, a New York

City-based legal consulting firm
with an office in Washington, DC, has
been selected to provide public policy
services on federal issues to EAPA.
Most of the services will be performed
by Ellen Weber, who works in the
Legal Action Center's Washington of-
fice as its legislative counsel.
Among the services the Legal Action

Center will provide to EAPA during
1990 are;
• advice and consultation to EAPA on
strategies to enhance EAPA's recogni-
tion among members of Congress and
their staffs as the foremost authority on
issues related to employee assistance.
• assistance in identifying and track-
ing bills that are important to EAPA's
members.
• the close monitoring of specific legis-
lationthat isidentified asvitally impor-
tant to the EAP field.
• attendance at Congressional hear-
ings and advice about whether EAPA
should testify.
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Ellen Weber has worked for the Legal
Action Center since 1985, first as a staff

attorney in New
YorkCiryand, since
November 1989, as
legislative counsel
in Washington DC.
For five years prior
to that, she worked
as voting section
trial attorney for the
U.S. Department of
Justice Civil Rights

Ellen Weber Division.
The Legal Action Center was founded

in 1973 and is the only not-for-profit
organization in the U.S. that specializes
in legal issues of concern to the drug
and alcohol abuse treatment community.
The Center's Washington, DC office
focuses primarily on federal public
policy relating to alcohol, drug abuse
and AIDS issues.

H.B. 1168, aworkers -compensation
bill

The bill would- deny workers compen-
sationclaims incases of "injury or death
due to the employee's willful miscon-
duct, including...intoxication by al-
cohol or being under the influence of
marijuana or a controlled substance."

H.B. 1263, which would require ran-
domdrug testing of Georgia public em-
ployees and preemployment drug test-
ing of job applicants.

Under the provisions, any applicant
testing positive or refusing to take a drug
test would be ineligible for reconsidera-
tion for employment for five years. The
random testing of the already-employed
would concentrate on high-risk person-
nel. Referral for treatment would be
held out as an alternative to "adverse
personnel action" for persons already
employed who test positive.

NEW YORK

Coordinator: Donald Skaarup, Direc-
tor, EAP Services, New York State AFL-
CIO
The state's Senate and General Assem-
bly are considering a new article to the
New York labor law that would imple-



ment policy and limitations on drug
testing in the workplace. It would apply
to both public and private employers.
The proposal would permit preem-

ployment testing and the testing of cur-
rently employees "who are suspected
either of being impaired due to alcohol
and substance abuse or of abusing al-
cohol or drugs on the job."
The proposal would also prohibitem-

ployers from "taking adverse employ-
ment actions against any applicant or
employee solely on the basis of drug or
alcohol test results." Further, it would
require that workers whose job per-
formance is "affected by substance
abuse" be allowed to obtain rehabilitation.

It appears that the proposed article
would require that employers who test
for alcohol or other drug abuse have an
EAP. Here is the specific language: em-
ployers "may require a specific employ-
ee to submit to a dru testin rocedureg gp
if...the employer has an employee as-
sistance program which provides to all
supervisory personnel and employees
education and training on the dangers
of alcohol and substance abuse and
which makes available appropriate
treatment services."

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Coordinator: Michael Beebe, Vice Pres-
ident, New Life Center

H.B. 1169-FN, adrug-testing bill

This legislation would establish proce-
dures for and require employers to
adopt a written policy on drug and al-
cohol testing for the particular work-
place. The bill would establish proce-
dures to ensure confidential ity and pro-
tectemployee rights.

H.B. 1166-FN-A, a bill to establish EAP
services for state employees

This bill would set up an office of em-
ployee assistance to provide no-cost,
confidential consultation, problem as-
sessment, support and referral services
to state employees and their families.

H.B. 1166-FN-A is no longer active due
to fiscal constraints.

•

Today, employee use of alcohol and drugs costs business and industry
over $100 billion a year. Legally and financially, can you afford to ignore
this problem?

Firing, hiring and training a new employee is expensive, bad for morale
and carries no guarantee that the new person will be drug-free.

You owe it to yourself and your business to let your impaired employees
choose between getting treatment and losing their job.

Eagleville Hospital can help your business improve the bottom line.
We offer:

•Detoxification - a separate treatment unit with 24•hour medical
support.

• Program for Employed Persons - a short-term inpatient grogram
followed by twelve free weeks of outpatient group meetings.

• On-site Training for management and staff.
• Consultation and support services for employers.

The experts in addiction treatment for over twenty years, Eagleville
Hospital can help you and your employee.

Choose treatment at Eagleville or somewhere else -but choose treat-
ment. Call today.

100 Eagleville Road
Eagleville~ PA 19408
Just 15 minutes from King of Prussia

" ~ ~ (215) 539.6000 or
H s P ~ T A B out•of-state 1.800.255.2019
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GENERAL MOTORS ~ EXXON •FORD MOTOR •IBM •MOBIL •GENERAL
ELECTRIC •TEXACO • AT&7 • E.1. DUPONT DE NEMOURS •CHRYSLER

CHEVRON •PHILIP MORRIS • SHEII OIL •AMOCO •UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
OCCIpENTAL PETROLEUM •PROCTER 8 GAMBLE •ATLANTIC RICHFIELD •RJR

NABISCO •BOEING • TENNECO 8P AMERICA •USX •DOW CHEMICAL
EASTMAN KODAK • MCDONNELL DOUGLAS •ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
ALl1ED•SIGNAL • PEPSICO • LOGKHkED •KRAFT •PHILLIPS PETROLEUM

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC • %EROX •GOODYEAR TIRE &RUBBER •UNISYS
MINNESOTA MIN G &MANUFACTURING •DIGITAL EQUIPMENT •GENERAL

DYNAMICS •SARA LE NAGRA •BEATRICE •SUN • QEORGIA•PACIPIC •ITT
• UNOCAL • R•BUSCH •CATERPILLAR HEWLETT•PACKARD

JOHNSON &JOHNSON . OF AMERICA •INTERNATIONAL PAPER
RAYTHEON • CpCA- TO •LTV •COASTAL • WEVENHAEUSER

UNION CApBIOE A 070ROLA •HONEYWELL •BORDEN
AMERICAN BRANDS BORATORIE3 •EMERSON ELECTRIC
• PILLSBURY NO INA •ARCHER DANIELS MIpLAND

TEXTRON •COL p3 INSTRUMENTS •BRISTOL•
MYERS •GENE ARTIN MANIETTA •MERCK
W.R. GRACE • A IZER •CPC INTERNATIONAL

KIMBERLY-CLAgK MERADA ESS • H.J. HEINZ
BETHLEHEM STEEL • AL • HO ST CELANESE • IC
INDUSTRIES • QUAK OUP 3 RIVER CORP. OF

VIRGINIA • LITT ATORIES •TRIANGLE
INDUSTRIES •BASF 5 •REYNOLDS METALS •MEAD

BAYER USA •TIME INC. • RICAN CYANAMID • D'.~~ •DEERE
• SCOTT PAPER •EATON V •FIRESTONE TIRE & p~ sB J •BOISE

CASCADE • DELIOGG • HAN U5TRIES 1. AMERICA • OV EN ILLINOIS
SWIFT INDEPENDENT •COOPER INDUSP ,ES • BORG-WAR ,ER •NAVISTAR

INTERNATIONAL •WARNER-LAMBERT • INIA~ J STEEL INDUST~ DES • PNBRICAN
STANDAgD • A" 1% •CONTROL DATA • COCO `DLO -NTi' SRI£ '3 - nuMMAN

COMBU' . n N ENGINEERING •AVON ?R AUf , f • ' d ,LIN ..ON HOLDINGS
UNITED 8R0 ADS ~ AG~'1Y •STD': C A' ~It -R ~ ~.Li J` !F GILLEttE •TIMES
MIRROR •FMC • D~~' 5~.~ ,N' J' ft t; • f cN~ BHP P V'.! NICK •GANNETT

USG ARM~~ f N:t r' P.iN' li! Rf~ F'. ~ ~.c.cP BROTHHRB •WANG
t Br ~( tlEo fR' -H/ . ' ~I IN:. ENGINE • CHE' ;NG-P40U6H

HERO I1 ,.5 J NN' iN ~ ~N',4~ ..3 APPLE COMPUTER INf ;RSOLL-~'1ND
QUANTi A CN M'' .AL i 1 ~ O KERR•~~CGEE •GREAT NOP HBPN N' (OOSA

• ~P~. .A ,D INbdSTRIES • VF dN ONN •AMERICAN ETA JFI' • R.R.
OONNE._.:Y ~ SONS • ENGELHA~. EN 1ANT • H~~SHE' f IOI' ,CCAP
REVLON GROUP ~ ..M W,ALT~.~ ~ AR' .e7R~ ;G ".' ALC ~NI JF III S ZENITH
ELECTpONIC'' AMP - GEC. A. ~''nME~ • Jf'.O' CP ip E '.IN i DRUG

PITNEY BOWS. KP',d RTECH • 4M Y ~' A' • R~ A~ .N'~cRN ~IONAL
LAND O'LA E~ B.F. GOOD Il ` • ~ qlP, P Q a8 •AIR PF /DUCTS &

CHEMICALS • JN "- '.L • SH AN V• ~i'.~I~..nS •CORNING GLpS.. WORKS
HARRIS • N ~IGNT•P~.IDER • - IESl AUNT-PEPPERELL • M! VVP' E • KN041

INTERNATIONAL HOI~„vGS • JtlScPH F SEAGRAM 8 SONS ~.A''..t •MORTON
THIOKOL • BI .,K &DECKER OL". TAKER NUGH'"~ LC /I`,A~ ~-PA~.FIC

MAYTA :. •INTEL • ""_STV0.r ~ LINGER P. % <i 9 iP ~I . • N' lIONAL
SEMICONDUCTOR ..,aCK TRUC 3 • PENN7 ~i y!) i' 1C ~S • P'' ~AROIO
STANLEY WORD. FC~T HOWAI.. MCGP ~v ~H ~ • E' ~ /4 ^'".r✓N CORK &

SEAL ~ .FLU Ols COL WORKS • 'EY .Oi TIME; • TRIrvOVA •SPRINGS
INDUSTRIE' COl P Dt TRIES • INT'L III EP .l &CHEMICAL • J.P. STEVENS
• PHELPS DODGE BEN .RAL SIGNAL • iF.~ ~E•INLAND • KOPPERS • DOYER
BECTON DICKINS N ~'.1PC0 • I TERM ATIONAL MULTIFOODS •CENTRAL SOYA
• FREEPORT-N ;M~nAN • AMD.. •GOLD KIST -MLD-AMERICA DAIRYMEN
SQUARED MURPHY OIL ~ MASCO INDUSTRIES •AVERY INTENNATIONAL

DEAN FOODS WILLAM'TTE ' IDUSTHIES • IITCO • CA80T +PENN CEN7flAL
THOMAS J. LIPTON • CH 'AGO SAC"IC ~ flE iANCE ELECTRIC •HOLLY FARMS
FIELDCREST CANNON AMS' AP 'F' ipf dX ' ALIE aH~ NY INTEgNAT10NAL

NATIONAL GVPSUI' • AR' IN iA. fi 'RI" JL' IC ,S' ALES •SUNDSTRAND
ASARCO •ADO PM ~. 0 .S 31 ]~'~ WtI.~JN fOODS PERKIN EIMER

WEIH70N STEEL • A ..OI AI Sr,IVI : II.OUCra1ES • HASBflO • WASHINCaTON
POST •DOW JONEP • J..AO~" ~ a •DOW COpNINQ • NOpTEK
HARCOUGHT BRACE ~O~' ...~~CH •OUTBOARD MARINE •CRANE • pATA

GENERAL •NORTON FL' ” . vVOOD ENTERPRISES •UNION TEXAS PETROLEUM
HOLDINGS • fNSPIgATION .~ESO4IRCES •ESSELTE BUSINESS SYSTEMS EG&G
COULD • 80WATER • TI~,iKEN •-E-SYSTEMS • COMPAU COMPUTEfl •LAFARGE
FOSTER WHEELER •MAXUS ENERGY • pWG •NATIONAL STARCH 8 CHEMICAL

ARMTEK ~ PENNWALT •TOSCO • HAR3C0 •HIMONT AM {NTERNATIONAI
CERTAINTEED •FARMERS UNIpN CENTRAL EXCHANGE •CLOROX •TYCO
LABORATORIES •AMERICAN GREETINGS > ECHLIN • TVLER •JEFFERSON

SMURFIT . ggOWN•FORMAN • CYCLOPS INDUSTRIES • CHESEBROUfiH•POND'S
CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM BROCKWAV •HARTMARX MCCORMICK

FEDERAI•MOCaUL •VULCAN MATERIALS •BALL • li2 CLAIBORNE •GENERAL
CINEMA •HARNISCHFEGER INDUSTRIES •CLARK EQUIPMENT •SMITHFIELD

FOODS •GERBER PRODUCTS •TANDEM COMPUTERS • FEDEHpL PAPER BOARD
• FIGGIE INTERNATIONAL • HOUSEHOLD MANUKACTUHING • MATTE4

RUBBERMAip •LUBRIZOL FRU17 OF THE 100M - WHEELING-PITTSBURGH
STEEL • A.O. SMITH •ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES •CHAMPION SPARK P4UG
POTLATCH • ECOLAB VAA~AN ASSOCIATES • VpRK INTERNATIONAL •PRIME
COMPUTER •SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY' •MACMILLAN • TECUMSEH PgODUCTS
PACIFIC RESOURCES •DELUXE CHECK POINTERS •GENERAL INSTRUMENT

RAYCHEM BEMIS ~ RORER GROUP •ARISTECH CHEMICAL •FISHER SCIENTIFIC
GROUP • FAfRCHILD INDUSTRIES •SAVANNAH FOODS 8 INDUSTRIES •MINSTAR

• FERflO •ALLEGHENY LUDLUM • A.N. ROBINS •NUCOR •QUAKER STATE
NALCO CHEMICAL •BAUSCH &LOMB •GAF •CINCINNATI MILACRON

INTERLAKE •AMSTED INDUSTRIES •TELEX LOUISIANA LAND & EXPLONATION
•WORTHINGTON INDUSTRIES • CF INDUSTRIES •MOHASCO •DANAHER

FLOWERS INDVSTRIES •CYPRUS MINERALS •PENTAIR •BRIGGS &STRATTON
DEXTER • WM. WRIGLEY JR. •SEALED POWER •FUQUA INDUSTRIES •ANCHOR

GLASS CONTAINER •UNITED MERCHANTS &MANUFACTURERS •LONE STAR
INDUSTRIES •INTERNATIONAL CONTROLS •SNAP-ON TOOLS •STORAGE

TECHNOLOGY INTERSTATE BAKERIES •INTERNATIONAL FLAVORS 8
FRAGRANCES •CONSOLIDATED PAPERS BEI.I 8 HOWELL •HILLENBRAND
INDUSTp1ES •OCEAN SPRAY CRANBEflRIES •NEWELL •INSILCO •MEDIA
GENERAL •ROPER •UNIVERSAL FOODS •DENNISON MANUFACTURING

GEORGIA GULF • KAhAAN • ALLIS-CHALMERS •SHAW INDUSTRIES •LORAL
CRAY RESEARCH HARLEY-DAVIDSON •EAGLE-RICHER INDUSTRIES • AG

PROCESSING •CHESAPEAKE •COOPER TIRE &RUBBER •JOY TECHNOLOGIES
flOHR INDUSTRIES •STANDARD REGISTEfl LEGGETT 8 PLATT •PITTWAY • C.R.

BARD •INTERGRAPH •JOSTENS •NERCO • BAIRNCO • PULLMAN •VALERO
ENERGY •COOPER COS. •AMETEK WESTMORELAND COAL •BUTLER

MANUFACTURING •MAGNETEK •WARNACO GROUP •VISTA CHEMICA4 •HANDY
& HARMAN HENLEY MANUFACTURING •CALMAT • TMOflN APPLE VALLEY

AVERY •MEREDITH •COLEMAN •OHIO MATTRESS •MARION LABORATORIES
H.B. FULLER PHILIPS INDUSTRIES •TEXAS INDUSTRIES •MITCHELL ENERGY

CALIFORNIA &HAWAIIAN SUGAR LESLIE FAY •HUBBELL •DIXIE YARNS
HERMAN MILLER •XIDEX •KELLWOOD •SHAKLEE •LONGVIEW FIBRE •LIQUID

AIR •UST COMPUTERVISION gEYNOLD3 &REYNOLDS •NATIONAL COOP.
REFINERY •HARVARD INDUSTRIES • NEWMONT MINING • H.H. ROBERTSON
HARTE•MANKS COMMUNICATIONS •HON INDUSTRIES • APOLLO COMPUTER

OXFORD INDUSTRIES •SCI SYSTEMS COMMERCE CLEAflIN6 HOUSE
STANADYNE MlA•COM •CARLISLE •GUILFORD MIL4S • TAMBpANDS •SUN

MICROSYSTEMS •JEPSON • MII.IIPORE •RICELAND FOODS •FABERGE • SUN-
DIAMOND GROWERS •TORO •BIG THREE INDUSTpIES • HOMESTAKE MINING

ALBER70 CUIVER pHILLIPS•VAN HEU5EN •GEORGIA KRAFT •AMERICAN
MARE•PRODUC7S • COLECO INDUSTRIES •FOXBORO • LUKENS MEDTRONIC

GROW GROUP •GREAT LAKES CHEMICAL • ALLIED PRODUCTS •SCIENTIFIC-
ATLANTA •ATARI •TRINITY INDUSTRIES •AFFILIATED PUB4ICATIONS •NOXELL

• AFG INDUSTRIES •CAMERON IRON WORKS •CARPENTER TECHNOLOGY
RUSSELL •KIMBALL INTEHNATIONAI. • ENVIRONDYNE INDUSTRIES • BASSETT
FURNITUflE INDUSTRIES • SPRAGUE TECHNpLOG1E3 • CLEVELAND~CLIFFS
'•,STANDARD PRODUCTS A. SCHULMAN •WESTERN DIGITAL M.A. HANNA

o matter whether you're a Fortune
500 company or a smaller

company that cares about its
employees, Greenleaf's regional
treatment centers are responsive to your
employees' needs.

Greenleaf believes in quality care
and has pioneered holistic treatment,
which includes recovery programs to
meet patients' mind, body, and spiritual
needs. Greenleaf has treated thousands
of employees, helped them overcome
psychiatric or chemical dependency
problems, and they have returned
successfully to the workplace.

Greenleaf's crisis telephone service
is available 7 days a week, 24 hours a
day. Greenleaf is ready to help.

Regional Centers
Serving the Nation

A NEW BEGINNING

GI~:~ F.AFo CENTER, rNC.
A REGIONAL PSYCHIATRIC AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY HOSPITAL

Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia
1-800-982-9922 • (401) 861-4357

Valdosta, Georgia
1-800-247-2747 • (912) 247-4357

Killeen, Texas
1-800-553-4033 • (817) 554-5800

Jonesboro, Arkansas
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The EAP Problem-Solvin Processg
Be ins With an Accurate Assessment

Editor's Note: The information presented
in this article applies primarily to self-
referrals and the early detection of ad-
dictive diseases. The article on pages
18-20, by Dr. William Sonnenstuhl,
relates to workers with alcoholic and
other stigmatized illnesses whose referral
to the EAP is often the result of super-
visory intervention and job jeopardy.

he typical EAP counselor will
perform hundreds of assess-
ments over the course of a
year, but to each client the as-

sessrnent-and-referral process is the
first critical step to successful problem
solving.
The special skill of the EAP is the

ability to perform an accurate assess-
mentthat istargeted at uncovering the
"real" problem and leads to the best re-
ferralfor the employee. It is imperative
that this process be performed in a few
brief sessions, so that the effective
problem solving can begin.
We have all heard horror stories

about clients who were incorrectly as-
sessed, causing a recovery process
that was arrested before it ever began.
A properly executed, accurate assess-
ment means the practitioner must be
able to "get under the skin" of the
client in a few brief sessions.

EAP ASSESSMENT VARIABLES

The EAP assessment is a specialized
practice which borrows from and
overlaps with other types of assess-
ment processes. As such, there are
four variables which distinguish an

(3Y MARIE L McCORMICK, CEAP

EAP assessment from other types of as-
sessments, such as psychiatric and
psychosocial. They are the client, the
purpose, the process and the assessor.
Here is a look at each.
• The client comes to the EAP repre-
senting any of a wide range. of prob-
lems. The presenting problem is not
defined by the setting,, as in other areas
of practice, such as in an alcoholism
program or at a child guidance center.
It is the special skill of the EAP to un-
cover the underlying, or primary,
problem.
• The purpose is to get information
while engaging the employee in order
to reach a mutual understanding of the
emerging problem, and to motivate
the employee to accept a referral. The
purpose is notto engage the employee
for psychotherapy.
• The process. is focused, direct and
time-limited, relying on the formation
of a quickly developed alliance. The
assessor must earn the clients confi-
dence and get the person to accept
your judgement in a short period of
time. The assessor does not have the
luxury of building a therapeutic re-
lationship over a prolonged period of
time and in many cases can develop a
plan of action in one or two meetings.
The alliance should be formed from

the first meeting, and can be fostered if
the assessor:

MARIE L. McCORMICK, CSW, CEAP, is an
EAP consultant in private practice in New
York City. She is also cofounder and direc-
tor ofthe Center for the Working Woman, a
psychotherapy and training firm. Previ-
ously, she was assistant director of clinical
services for The Human Resources Group/
Managed Health Network, a national EAP
consulting firm.

• expresses an interest in and con-
cern about the problem the client pre-
sents.
• explains his/her role and the as-

sessment process.
• conveys that s/he is an al ly through

empathetic responses, by offering
feedback to what the client is saying,
and asking for the clients feedback
about what you are saying.
• asks what the clients expectations

are of the interview and the eventual
outcome.
• The assessor in the EAP setting works
from a broad knowledge base and has
familiarity with varied theoretic under-
standings of problems and interven-
tions. Unlike clinicians in other set-
tings, the EAP assessor must be con-
versantwith avariety ofspecialties, in-
cluding marital, family, chemical de-
pendency, and a broad range of inter-
ventions (i.e. treatment), including
long-term, short-term, inpatient, out-
patientand psychiatric.

TECHNIQUES FOR
INFORMATION GATHERING

The accuracy of an assessment is
premised on the information obtained.
Information gathering should be more
than an accumulation of data; it is a
purposeful exploration of the problem
and relevant aspects ofthe clients life,
from which the assessor will eventu-
ally formulate a meaningful under-
standing of who the client is, what the
real problem is, and what will be the
best course of action.
Here are five considerations while

gathering information during an as-
sessment.
1) Begin by exploring the presenting
problem.
2) This exploration will alertthe asses-
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sor to other areas for later exploration,
and should lead to discussion about
other aspects of the clients life situa-
tion.
3) Information that is always pertinent
to have:
• demographics, including age,

marital status, job, length of time at the
company, salary, children, living ar-
rangements and finances.
•._problem -~specifScs, including

onset, duration, precipitant, events
around or leading up to it, why the
client is seeking help now, and
whether anyone else considers it to be
a problem.
• treatment history.
•general health, special conditions

and medications.
• drug and/or alcohol abuse, past

and present.
• the effect of the problem on func-

tioning in the areas of job performance,
relationships at work and home,
energy/interest level, changes in eat-
ingand sleeping, and drug/alcohol use
patterns.
4) Other issues that can be raised in-
clude: current family situation, includ-
ing the structure and how each mem-

LOGICAL
SYSTEM

SOLUTIOI~S
INC.

designed (or use by both
internal and external EAPs

P.O. Box 431
Croton, N.Y. 10520
(800)421-6429
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ber fits into it, roles, and the quality of
relationships.
5) Information that is communicated
non-verbally can lead to other av-
enues of exploration.

JOB PERFORMANCE

Because employees access the EAP as
a service of the workplace, the asses-
sorshould explore the current job situ-
ation, including these details: job title;
nature of the position and its responsi-
bilities; length of time in the current
position and with the company; feel-
ingsabout the job, including how well
the client gets along with the super-
visor/manager and coworkers; and the
effect of the problem on job perform-
ance.

Further information about the em-
ployee's work history is often helpful
in terms of understanding long-term
capacity for stable functioning and
achievement. Thus, it is also important
to find out: the description of the job
held by the client before his/her cur-
rent position; the length of time at that
job, why the client left; whether there
are difficulties in the current position,
and whether the same difficulties oc-
curred in prior jobs.

Additionally, in the case of manage-
mentreferral due to impaired perform-
ance/job jeopardy, the assessor should
also find out: the employee's under-
standing ofwhy s/he has been referred
to the EAP; the employee's perception
of the job situation and whether a
problem exists; whether .the person
has had similar problems in other jobs;
and what the employee's job history is
in terms of evaluations, raises and
bonuses.

After management referral, you as
the assessor should let the employee
know the reason for the referral as you
understand it and your role in the job-
jeopardy process. Directness and clar-
ity convey to the employee you will
work collaboratively to try to resolve a
serious situation, that you know the
facts, are secure in your role, and will
be difficult to manipulate.

SPOKEN AND UNSPOKEN
COMMUNICATION

Communication between people oc-
curs on both the spoken and unspoken
levels. Effective EAP assessments can
most effectively occur in face-to-face
sessions, because the skilled EAP as-
sessor can interpret what is communi-

Gated verbally vis-a-vis body language.
Spoken communication relates di-

rectly to the assessor's knowledge
base. The more the assessor knows
about the problems like chemical de-
pendency, domestic violence, eating
disorders, psychosis, severe depres-
sion, the more s/he can understand the
information explicitly stated by the
client. The assessor can then use un-
spoken communication to validate or
invalidate what is being stated.
Some important aspects of nonver-

bal communication include:
• vague or incomplete answers. The
assessor should inquire why the client
cannot or will not be more specific.
Ask: "Is there something you don't
want to tell me?" "Are you not telling
me the truth?"
• information that appears to be con-
tradictory. If, when confused, no mat-
terhow much you ask for clarification,
you are still confused, it is very likely
that the client wants it that way. They
are not interested in telling you the
whole story so that real problem-soly-
ingcan occur.
• body language, including lack of
eye contact, a physical slowdown or
hyperactivity, nervousness and fidget-
ing.
• a style of communicating that is
marked by pressured speech, cir-
cumstantial rambling, tangential or
loose associations, and inappropriate
affect.
• a compliant, belligerent, charming
or condescending demeanor toward
you as the assessor.
• an appearance marked by glazed/
bloodshot eyes, grossly inappropriate
dress (such asextra-large clothing, and
a generally disheveled appearance
and behavior).
• the assessor's own feelings. Use
your own intuitiveness during the as-
sessment.
• Become a conduit for information

by attuning to your feelings during the
interview.
• If you feel frightened, confused,

angry or charmed, it's probably with
good reason. Pay attention to how it
feels to you to interact with the client.
This will provide some sense of what
the client may be trying to induce in
you, as well as how he makes those in
his life respond to him. This will help
you understand more about the problem.



DEFINING THE PROBLEM/
FORMULATING THE ASSESSMENT

The process of defining the problem
and formulating the assessment is con-
tinuous during the client interview as
spoken and unspoken communication
is gathered and i nterpreted, and the as-
sessor's impressions are tested out on
the client.
Sometimes both client and assessor

will share the same problem defini-
tion, but as the interview proceeds, the
problem may be perceived differently,
particularly if an underlying problem
becomes evident. At this point, the as-
sessor's task becomes one of bringing
the client around to seeing and accept-
ing the primary problem. This can be
difficult in that often clients have a
strong investment in evading the real
problem. S/he is in denial and will
challenge the assessor's formulations
by diverting the discussion or trying to
convince the assessor that the clinical
judgement is incorrect.

Nevertheless, both parties must
reach a mutual definition of the prob-
lem if the assessor is to make a mean-
ingful plan of action that the client is
willing to follow. Some steps that will
help you, as the assessor, and the
client to arrive at a common definition
of the problem are:
• define the problem as you see it. Be
explicit and descriptive.
• articulate why you see the problem
in this way.
• use information you have gained
from the session to support your defini-
tion. This lends credibility to your un-
derstanding of the problem.
The client should know that it is all

right to talk about painful and embar-
rassing experiences, and that you as
the assessor understand and can help.
It is important for you to realize that
both client and assessor will both be
uncomfortable in dealingwith difficult
subjects. You need to try to get com-
fortable with your own discomfort.
Often, your ability to ask difficult
questions with some ease and assur-
ancecreates asafe haven for the client
to talk about very disturbing issues.

Realize that you may be the first per-
son to provide this kind of place and
opportunity. The clear judgement that
you exercise as an EAP assessor may
be the client's best chance for long-
term recovery.
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The Process of Assisting Alcoholics
in the Workplace Differs From Other
Troubled Employees
6Y WILLIAM J. SONNENSTUHL, PH.D.

The following article is excerpted from
a paper entitled "Help-Seeking and
Helping Processes Within the Work-
place: Assisting Alcoholic and Other
Troubled Employees. " Dr: Sonnen-
stuhl gratefully acknowledges the
New York State Division of AI-
coholism and Alcohol Abuse and the
Christopher D. Smithers Foundation,
Mill Neck, New York, for support dur-
ing the preparation of the original
manuscript.

esearch performed in the De-
partment of Organizational Be-
havior at Cornell University

suggests that the EAP's help-seeking
processes work differently for al-
coholic and other troubled employees
because alcohol problems and other
emotional disorders exist within differ-
entsocial contexts. The primary task of
counseling is to provide sufferers and
those around them with the means to
grasp the nature of their distress, and
this is only possible if therapists are
able to incorporate clients' experi-
ences within a culturally shared uni-
verse of meaning.

Clients who share a communal exis-
tence—that is, they live in groups
marked by many interlocking ties be-
tween members, strong group cohe-
sion, and an emphasis upon the group
rather than on individual welfare—re-
spond to communal forms of therapy,
which are highly ritualistic and pro-
mote conformity to group norms as a
means of cure. When the social struc-
ture becomes individualistic, as in
modern western societies, therapy
emphasizes individual motivation, in-
volves the promotion of self-aware-
ness and individual autonomy, and
becomes solely a relationship be-
tween the therapist and client.

Alcohol problems exist within a
communal context. Individuals receive
social support for their drinking be-
havior, and individuals with develop-
ing alcohol problems generally seek
out drinking groups supportive of their
behavior. Consequently, employees
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with alcohol problems will not seek
help unless these social supports can
be overcome and they recognize that
their drinking behavior is a problem.
As a result, unsolicited comments
from supervisors and coworkers be-
come instrumental in motivating em-
ployeeswith alcohol problems to seek
help.
Once in the EAP, effective therapy

reflects the communal context of al-
cohol problems. Help consists of re-
placing the community of drinkers
with the communal support of Alco-
holics Anonymous. In this instance,
communal therapy consists of accepting
the AA ideology—alcoholism as a dis-
ease, alcoholics are powerless over al-
cohol, and sobriety is only possible by
turning oneself over to a higher power
(e.g. the AA group) and strictly adher-
ing to the Twelve Steps.

In contrast, employees' other emo-
tional troubles exist within an indi-
vidual context—a social existence
marked by numerous and interchange-
able, but superficial, social relation-
ships. Within such a context, individu-
alsseek advice from others about their
unique problems and learn that those
problems are amenable to individual-
ized forms of therapy. Essentially, they
learn a mental health ideology that
emphasizes that "healthy" personalities
are self-fulfilled, spontaneous, free
and autonomous and that these qual-
ities can be learned through the
therapeutic process.

STAGES IN HELP-SEEKING

In deciding to seek help from the EAP,
employees progress through three
stages: containment, triggers to ac-
tion, and lingering concerns. Progres-
sion through these stages may vary ac-
cording to the degree of stigma em-
ployees attach to specific problems.
For instance, there currently appears
to be little stigma attached to seeking
help for family problems. Consequently,
employees seem to be relatively will-
ing to solicit advice from colleagues
and friends on such concerns as pro-

viding day care for their children or
learning to be a better parent or spouse.
In contrast, highly stigmatized prob-
lems such as alcoholism and depres-
sionare characterized by high levels of
denial. Such troubled employees, in
order to preserve their sense of self,
generally do not seek advice from
others and become the targets of un-
solicited comments when their disrup-
tive behavior exceeds the tolerance
levels of others. Employees with
highly stigmatized problems, then, are
more likely than those with less stig-
matized ones to become the targets of
unsolicited advice.
We hypothesize that employees go

to the EAP when containment breaks
down and they become convinced
that they can no longer manage their
problems without "professional" help.
For employees with highly stigmatized
problems, the accumulation of unso-
licited advice is crucial to breaking
through the containment stage and
triggering them to seek help. Con-
versely, employees who find that they
can manage their problem themselves
will not seek professional help, either
from the EAP or some other source.

In the containment phase, employ-
ees are aware that they have problems
and attempt to manage them so that
they do not disrupt ongoing social re-
lationships. There appears to be a
great deal of similarity in employees'
help seeking behavior for low-stigma
problems. When employees first be-
come aware that they possess a prob-
lem with low stigma potential they
may simply do nothing, hoping that,
with time, the trouble will resolve it-
self. Some may conceal the problem
from their family and friends fearing,
rightly or wrongly, that, if they knew
about it, they would be unduly con-
cerned or think less of them for it. If
employees are unable to conceal the
problem from others, they may selec-
tivelytell close friends about it in order
to solicit their support and advice. On
one hand, they hope that friends and
close colleagues will reassure them
that it is nothing and it will soon pass;
on the other, they seek their advice,
often home remedies or folk wisdom,
on how to manage the problem. In
some instances, they are encouraged
to seek help from professional sources.
(e.g., clergy, doctors), only to experi-
ence failure. When such professional
advice fails, they again seek wisdom
and support among their network of



friends. Although it is more common
for employees with low stigma prob-
lems to solicit advice from family,
friends, and coworkers, they do occa-
sionally receive unsolicited advice.
For instance, in the corporate study,
several women received unsolicited
advice from their supervisors. In these
cases, the supervisors became aware
of the women's problems because
they were crying. Unable to tolerate
these disruptions on the job, the super-
visors compassionately discussed the
women's troubles with them and
suggested that they seek help from the
EAP.

In contrast, the alcoholic employees
experience more unsolicited com-
mentsfrom coworkers and supervisors
than those with less stigmatized prob-
lems. For instance, in a corporate pro-
gram we studied, the two alcohol cases
in our sample made no effort to solicit
advice about their drinking because
they did not regard it as a problem.
Consequently, as their drinking pro-
gressivelydisrupted their relationships
with family, friends, and coworkers,
they began receiving unsolicited ad-
vice from them. Finally, their super-
visors unable to tolerate their unsatis-
factory performance confronted them
and urged them to seek help from the
EAP.

Within a union program we studied,
alcoholics experience a similar proc-
ess. Because the union possesses a
heavy drinking culture, early signs of
alcoholism were not seen as anything
unusual. AA network members, how-
ever, did constructively confront co-
workers whose drinking they believed
was out of control. Some of these
drinkers responded by getting their al-
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Dr. William Sonnenstuhl's paper,
"Help-Seeking and Helping

Processes Within the Workplace:
Assisting Alcoholic and OtherTrou-
bled Employees;" will be published
in an upcoming book from Quorum
Press, of Westport, Connecticut.
The book will be entitled Alcohol
Problem Intervention in the Work-
place: Employee Assistance Pro-
grams and Strategy and edited by
Dr. Paul Roman of the University of
Georgia. The collection of papers is
based on the presentations at the re-

cohol consumption under control and
returning to "normal" drinking. In
other instances, the problem drinkers
continued to drink heavily, disrupting
their relationships at home and work,
and the AA members patiently con-
tinued to offer them support for quit-
tingand joining the network.

Network support appears to func-
tiondifferently for low and high stigma
problems. For employees with low
stigma problems it functions as social
support, assuring them that their prob-
lems are manageable and that they are
cared for. For employees with high
stigma problems, however, the net-
workfunctions as aform of social con-
trol, giving employees unsolicited ad-
vice. Alcoholic employees, counter
the unsolicited advice with excuses
and justifications for their actions and
try to escape from future harassment
by changing drinking groups. In effect,
they abandon their old network of
friends for a new one composed of
those who are more tolerant of their
drinking. For instance, in the union
program, alcoholics drifted from one
drinking gang to another until they
were unable to work at all.
Our research suggests that several

factors induce employees to recognize
that they can no longer control their
problems and prompt them to seek
help from the EAP.
Cultural triggers are learned

rationales for seeking professional
help: 1) the occurrence of an interper-
sonal crisis, 2) the perceived interfer-
encewith social or personal relations,
3) sanctioning, and 4) the perceived
interference with vocational or phys-
ical activity. Employees learn these
rationales from their networks, and

Publish Proceedings
Conference
search conference "Alcohol and the
Workplace: Integrating Perspec-
tives on Prevention and Interven-
tion," held on May 21-24, 1988 at
Jekyll Island, Georgia. The confer-
ence was sponsored by the Institute
for Behavioral Research, University
of Georgia, through grant support
from the National Institute on AI-
cohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
The Exchange will publish more

details about the book, as well as
ordering information, when it is re-
leased.

they allow employees to reflect upon
theirown behaviorandjustifytheirde-
cisions to seek help. Cultural triggers
appear to be related to low stigma
rather than high stigma problems. In
each case, however, employees seek
professional advice in order to evade
some kind of social trouble. For in-
stance, employees seek help because
they perceive that, if they do not do so
now, their problems will cause ir-
reparabledamage to their personal re-
lations or jeopardize their employ-
ment. For instance, in the corporate
program, one woman sought help for
her generalized stress, a condition she
had "all of her life," when she was pro-
moted to assistant vice president.
Upons self-reflection, she feared that
her condition might jeopardize her
new job. Employees invoke these
rationales then in order to avoid future
trouble with members of their net-
works.

Supervisory discussions prompt em-
ployees toseek help because of the im-
plicitand explicit threats to their jobs.
Employees with both low stigma and
high stigma problems were prompted
to use the programs because of unso-
licited discussions with their super-
visors because as one employee, who
suffered from migraines, ~ succinctly
stated it, "He (the supervisor) has a
right to expect better [aF me]." Such
conversations are particularly impor-
tant in breaking through.the denial as-
sociated with alcoholism, drug addic-
tion, and severe psychiatric problems.
When their supervisors speak, the ulti-
mate consequences of their behavior
is revealed and in orderto salvagetheir
work lives they seek help from the
EAP.

Discussion with coworkers also is a
trigger for those with both low and
high stigma problems to seek help.
Within each of the sites, there is a
loosely organized network of employ-
ees who have successfully used the
EAP and hold it in high regard. In.the
case of low stigma problems, employ-
ee conversations with these network
members appear to act as a reaffirma-
tion of the employee's decision to seek
help and as a source of information~on
the EAP. For instance, employees in
the process of learning to contain their
problems will solicit and receive ad-
vicefrom friends, coworkers, and fam-
ily and gradually come to realize that
they need professional help. Conver-
sations with network members tip the
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scales towards the EAP, when employ-
ees learn they have successfully used
the program themselves. In the case of
high stigma problems, employee net-
works, such as the ones composed of
AA members in the union program,
are invaluable for breaking through
denial. By showing alcoholic employ-
ees that a more productive and hap-
pierlife ispossible and continually ex-
tending asupporting hand to them,

these networks erode the alcoholics'
defenses and induce them to seek help
from the program.

Before employees with either high
or low stigma problems actually go to
the EAP for help, they must overcome
several lingering concerns. Typically,
they want to be assured that it will not
cost them any money, that they can go
during work time, that the therapists
will not drug them, and that their con-
fidentiality really will be protected.
Assurances from their coworkers and
supervisors are important in resolving
these lingering concerns. However, if
these questions are not resolved, em-
ployees will not seek help from the
EAP.
Once the three stages of help seek-

ing have been passed through, the
process of self help and rehabilitation
can begin.

Chemical _Dependency Treatmen#
for the 90s: Promises and Pitfalls
BY JOHN WALLACE, PH.D.

sewed in historical perspective,
the progress made in chemical
dependence treatment has been

astonishing. In just 20 years, the field
has moved from virtually no treatment
services in many states to reasonably
adequate services. Such remarkable
growth, however, has brought both
promises and problems. On the posi-
tive side, the expansion of the Ameri-
can chemical dependence treatment
system has enabled many thousands of
people to find their way into recovery.
On the negative side, rapid growth has
resulted in increasing suspicion,
doubt, and skepticism. The very suc-
cesses of the chemical dependence
treatment system have provoked criti-
cism, turf struggles, ideological dis-
agreements, and further reluctance to
pay for treatment.

In a sense, the wishes of chemical
dependence treatment providers have
come true. Alcoholism and chemical
dependence are viewed widely as dis-
easesand have become accepted parts
of the general health care system. As
we are discovering, however, the
benefits of inclusion in the health care
system are accompanied by obligations.
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FOUR OBLIGATIONS OF THE
CD TREATMENT FIELD

First, the field is beginning to under-
stand that it can no longer continue to
advance on the basis of personal
charisma, spirit, dedication, and car-
ing alone. As valuable as these have
proven in the past, and as valuable as
they will surely prove to be~ in the fu-
ture, they are not, in and of them-
selves, sufficient to carry us on into the
next century. We are turning from a
field based upon anecdotal evidence
to one that is seeking a solid founda-
tion of scientific data upon which to
base its methods, procedures, and
programs. Outcome studies must be-
come the rule rather than the excep-
tion. Moreover, experimental studies
of treatment methods need to be re-
garded as expected and routine rather
than unnecessary. As with other areas
of general medicine, psychiatry, and
psychology, self-criticism in the form
of rigorous scientific research must be-
come routine if we are to maintain our
recently acquired position in the health
care system. It is unacceptable, for ex-
ample, to continue to use particular
cancer treatment methods in the ab-
sence of data concerning effective-
Hess, potential harmful side effects,
contraindications, and so forth. Why

should alcoholism and chemical de-
pendence treatment be regarded any
differently?
Second, we are recognizing that no

single treatment method is likely to
prove effective for all patients who
enter our care. Group therapy, for ex-
ample, may very well be the preferred
method for working with alcoholics in
general, but is it the preferred method
for working with all alcoholics?
Surely, there are patients who will not
respond to group treatment but may
very well make progress in individual
counseling. We must be sensitive to
these differences among our patients
and be willing to set aside long
cherished beliefs in order to provide
the best possible treatments for al I des-
peratelyill people who come to us.

Third, treatment providers are now
showing some willingness to innovate
in theory and methods of treatment.
Traditional methods of treatment work
very well with a substantial number of
patients. The old adage, "if it ain't
broke don't fix iY' is still true, but not
for all patients. While we are reaching
many patients, many are not being
helped by traditional methods. Work-
ing with the best-prognosis alcoholics
and chemically dependent patients in
the best programs currently available,
we can expect roughly 50% of the pa-
tients to be continually abstinent from
both drugs and alcohol for the entire
year following inpatient treatment
when coupled with outpatient con-
tinuing care.

Another 20% may experience one
or more relapses but achieve relatively
stable abstinence (with the help of 12-
step programs and/or further treat-
ment) within one to two years follow-
ing treatment. This, of course, means
that roughly 30% of good-prognosis
patients will continue to relapse. New
methods and programs are needed to
reach these patients who are not being
helped by traditional treatment pro-
grams. Moreover, treatment providers
must resist the notion that treatment
alone is sufficient to change the be-
havior of al( patients entering the treat-
mentsystem.

Socially unstable alcoholics and
chemically dependent persons are not
likely to benefit from treatment if nec-
essary social rehabilitation programs
are not provided as well. For socially
unstable persons, considerable com-
ii~itment must also be made to such
things as access to the opportunity



structure of the society, food, shelter,
job training, education, skills acquisi-
tion, and so on and so forth. Other-
wise, we will continue to see absti-
nence and improvement rates that
range downward from 18% for this
group of poor-prognosis patients.

Fourth, new technologies should be
examined for promise. Electronic
technologies involving video and
audio tapes of self, beepers, call' back
systems to prevent relapse, videotape
messages from one's counselor and
sponsor, and so forth, are under-
utilized at present. Since these tech-
nologies can partially reduce the labor
intensity of present day face-to-face
counseling methods, they may not
only increase treatment effectiveness
but increase cost-effectiveness as wel I.
Pharmacological innovations for treat-
ment of accompanying additional
problems may prove worthy of clinical
trials, provided that utmost care is
taken to ensure that such products will
not result in further addiction. Ad-
vances in our understanding of brain
receptors and neurotransmitter sys-
tems will almost certainly result in
medications for a variety of purposes
that will go far beyond present phar-
macological treatments. These medi-
cations of the future will have greater
specificity, lower addiction potential,
and fewer side effects than present-day
anxiolytic agents. Novel pharmaco-
logical products will present chemical
dependence treatment providers with
hope for some patients unreachable by
traditional methods, but will usher in
much uncertainty and conflict as well.
Given the historical problems with
pharmacological products, many per-
sons will almost automatically reject
these as suitable for any chemically
dependent person. We must, how-
ever, keep an open mind with regard
to innovation and we must be willing
to investigate thoroughly before we re-
jectthings asuseless orharmful. Nutri-
tional manipulation of states of well-
being, mood and brain chemistry will
almost certainly be explored fully over
the coming decade. Novel treatments
such as cranial electrical stimulation
in which small doses of electricity are
applied to the head may prove of value
in reducingtherestlessness, insomnia,
irritation, and mood variability of early
recovery.
With increased understanding of

neurochemistry and genetics, it is en-
tirely possible that multiple biological

types of alcoholics and chemically de-
pendent persons will be revealed.
These types may show common defi-
ciencies, excesses, or malfunctions in
different underlying neurotransmitter/
receptor systems. Differential treat-
mentswill then be applied to these dif-
ferent neurobiological types. For ex-
ample, alcoholics who suffer from
chronic states of hyperarousal (too
much activation) will be seen as re-
quiring treatments that differ from
those treatments necessary for alco-
holics who suffer from chronic states
of hypoarousal (too littleactivation). In
effect, fearful, frightened, almost
phobic alcoholics are very different
people in terms of motivations, prob-
lems, and lifestyles from alcoholics
who are bored, restless, and anhedonic.
Treating them as though they were the
same isn't likely to produce equivalent
results.

Finally, alcoholism and chemical
dependence providers should be cau-
tious about the loose generalization of
concepts and methods from the chem-
ical dependence field to other human
problems. Alcoholism is still a poorly
understood phenomenon and so is re-
coveryfrom it. Whether or not concepts

DR. JOHN WALLACE is Senior Vice Presi-
dentfor Clinical Programs and Director of
Treatment at Edgehill Newport. His latest
book Writings and his recently completed
video, The Roots of Addiction, are avail-
ablefrom Edgehill Publications, 200 Harrison
Avenue, Newport, Rhode Island 02840.

and methods developed in the alco-
holism and chemical dependence field
will work when generalized to other
seemingly similar behaviors remains
to be seen. The world is round; an
orange is round; the world, alas, is not
an orange. Hence, compulsive be-
haviors may share certain similarities
with alcoholism and chemical depend-
ence but prove ultimately to be very
different.

Perhaps the most certain way to des-
troythe meaning of the concepts of ad-
diction and dependence is to gener-
alize them loosely to such diverse ac-
tivities as human sexuality and shop-
ping. Moreover, to then label such di-
verse activities as "diseases" can only
impact negatively on the credibility of
serious students of the biology of alco-
holism and other chemical dependen-
cies. When everything is labeled an

MARTIN MARIETTA MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS

EAP COUNSELOR
Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems has sole responsibility for
manufacturing the Space Shuttle External Fuel Tank. Presently, we are
seeking an experienced EAP Counselor to join our dedicated team of
professionals.

Position requires a Bachelor's degree and at least 5 years EAP experience.
A Master's degree is considered a definite plus. A working knowledge of
Industrial Employee Assistance Programs, mental health/chemical dependen-
cy treatment, professional confidentiality issues and drug free workplace man-
dates are essential. Competence in assessment and outstanding evaluation,
referral and intervention skills are necessary. Responsibilities will include
training/counseling employees and dependents at on-site and off-site
locations.

Martin Marietta offers a competitive salary and excellent benefits package.
For immediate consideration, please forward a resume in confidence to: J.R.
Andresen, Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems, Dept. 3083,
P.O. Box 29304, New Orleans, LA 70189. We are an equal opportunity
employer. Principals only, please.
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"addiction" and considered to be a
"disease," perfectly viable disease
models of alcoholism and drug de-
pendence become easy targets of
ridicule by polemicists and populariz-
ers such as Stanton Peel and Herbert
Fi ngarette.
With regard to maintaining profes-

sional credibility, alcoholism and
chemical dependence professionals
must evaluate fads and popular con-
cepts carefully. Moreover, treating
people on the basis of labels and
stereotypes is not only ineffective but
potentially harmful. As a leader of the
children of alcoholics movement, Dr.
Timmen Cermak, has wisely remarked,
children of alcoholics is a label, not a
diagnosis. Dr. Robert 'Ackerman,
another leader in this area, has clearly
shown that adult children of alcoholics
are not all alike and must not be
treated as though they were. Drs. Cer-

mak and Ackerman's cautions surely
apply to "co-dependents," "sex ad-
dicts," "food addicts," "dysfunctional
families," and other categories that
have been proposed. When anecdotal
evidence is relied upon, stereotypical
descriptions will always find ardent
defenders since virtually anything pro-
posed is true of somebody.
Alcoholism, smoking, and drug de-

pendencemust remain the focus of our
prevention, research, and treatment
efforts over the coming decade. We
dare not pretend for a moment that we
have solved the many challenging in-
tellectual puzzles that surround these
devastating problems, nor must we be
lulled into believing that we have
eliminated theirenormoushuman and
economic costs to individuals,
families, communities, workplaces,
and society as a whole.

Treating the Mentally III
Chemical Abuser
BY EDWIN ROSENBERG, PH.D. AND MICHAEL CONNOR, MSW

n increasing awareness of men-
tal illness as a treatable disease,
rather than a sign of biological

or moral shortcomings, has permeated
the medical and mental health fields.
Today, diagnostic and treatment tech-
niques advance so rapidly that it can
be difficult to keep abreast of innova-
tive, more effective treatment programs.
An emerging treatment challenge is

being presented by people with both a
psychiatric diagnosis and a chemical
abuse (alcohol or other drug) diag-
nosis—commonly known in the mental
health field as a MICA, or Mentally III
Chemical Abuser. The psychiatric diag-
nosis must be"freestanding,"i.e. not
merely substance-induced. Note that
dual diagnosis in this context differs
from dual- or poly-substance abusers.
While MICAS can and often do abuse
more than one substance, the abuse
designation per se does not address
mental health status.

Psychiatric disorders are grouped
into "multi-axial" categories. MICA
programs tend to treat Axis I disorders.
The most frequently-occurring Axis
non-substance-abuse disorders are:
• schizophrenia. •affective or mood
disorders, including bipolar disorders,
depressive disorders and manias. •
anxiety disorders. •psychotic disor-
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ders. •organic mental disorders.
Depression, other affective disorders

and schizophrenia account for about
two-thirds of the psychiatric diag-
noses. (', p.8) Researcher Gary Haug-
land (', p.9) found that the MICA'S
drug of choice tends to be alcohol
(42% of reported MICAS), followed by
crack cocaine (25%) and cocaine
(22%). At least equally significant v~ras
his finding that 78°/a—nearly 4 of 5
MICAS—are polysubstance abusers.
That is, in addition to their psychiatric
problem, they abuse more than one
substance.
While MICAS are but a small portion

of troubled employees and/or their
family members, their numbers are
significant and, as some professionals
claim, growing. In the past, MICAS
were undercounted and underdiag-
nosed. One reason was medical—
either the awareness of MICAS was
lacking, or there was a reluctance to
make such a diagnosis due to the ab-
sence of appropriate treatment programs.

Recent epidemiologic studies (',
p.5) have found alcohol or other drug
abuse problems in 25-50% of clients
admitted. to psychiatric treatment.
Similarly, up to 40% of persons admit-
ted to alcohol and other drug rehabili-
tation programs are found to have

mental health problems.(', p.6)
Studies show that many of these
people have never before been psychi-
atrically diagnosed; fewer have actu-
ally been psychiatrically hos-
pitalized.(', p.7)

HOW DO MICAS DEVELOP?

There are different ways in which
people arrive at the point where they
can be dually diagnosed. It is possible
that either or both of a MICA client's
dual diagnoses can be physiologically
induced or exacerbated. There is sub-
tantial evidence that many alcoholics
have a biological predisposition to-
ward their disease. There is also an in-
creasing amount of research support-
ingorganic factors in the development
of psychiatric conditions such as
schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive
disorders, and bipolar (manic-depres-
sive)disorders.

It is also possible that one problem
can produce or intensify the other. As
a result of heavy and continued sub-
stance abuse, psychiatric disorders
can develop (e.g. the cocaine addicts
paranoia). In other cases, a mental
health problem can lead to a sub-
stance problem, often through the
clients attempts to self-medicate (e.g.
depression leading to a dependency
on stimulants or alcohol).

Finally, it is possible that either or
both diagnoses can result from socio-
cultural factors such as family, work,
place of residence, and value system.
Effective treatment assesses these fac-
tors during intake/admission and in-
corporates them into the treatment plan.

For the MICA client, it is important
to deal with the mental health and
chemical dependency problems simul-
taneously. In some cases, traditional
mental health approaches have failed
to successfully deal with the substance
abuse problem. Similarly, traditional
addictions treatment programs may
not be equipped to provide the in-
depth psychotherapy that MICA pa-
tients need.
The result, accordingtoa 1988 New

York State Office of Mental Health re-
port, is an "increased need for treat-
ment protocols appropriate with pa-
tients who are substance dependent
and sufferfrom psychiatric problems."

DETECTING, ASSESSING MICAs

It is vitally important in diagnosing
MICAS to establish that the mental



One adjective kept coming.up
recently when we asked company EAP

representatives or human resource personnel
how they would best describe the Valley Hope
Association's alcohol, cocaine and other drug
addiction treatment program. That word is

EXCEPTIONAL (~' UALITY
Valley Hope is recognized as ONE OF AMERICA'S BEST TREATMENT
PROGRAMS. Our quality is built around an individualized program
of recovery focusing on love, concern and respect for each person we
serve. Our business is people...we've been successfully treating
alcoholism and other drug addictions since 1967. Our program is a
proven one...one That is cost effective yet gets results.

EXCEPTIONAL PRICE
The old adage about having to pay more for quality,~ust isn't true
when it comes to chemical dependency treatment. Valley Hope is
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MICHAEL CONNOR, MSW, is program
director at Bradford Recovery Systems,
the Department of Psychiatry at Bradford
Hospital in Bradford, Pennsylvania.
EDWIN ROSENBERG, PH.D. isdirectorof
mental health outreach. The authors have
been with Bradford Recovery Systems,
which specializes in treating mentally ill
chemical abusers (MICAS), since the pro-
gram started in 1988.

health problem exists independent of
the substance abuse. Substance-in-
duced psychiatric symptoms alone do
not justify a dual diagnosis.
Drug abuse can create psychiatric

symptoms. For instance, depression or
mania can be cocaine-induced; al-
cohol and other street drugs can lead
to psychotic episodes or major depres-
sion. If these symptoms are present
only during and/or after use, however,
a dual diagnosis may be incorrect and
MICA treatment unnecessary.

In an assessment, an EAP counselor
can ask, "Are you depressed (or suici-
dal or fearful, etc.) when you're not(or
haven't been) using?" The answer to
this question helps indicate whether
the client is experiencing a substance-
induced psychiatric condition, which
can disappear with abstinence, or a
"freestanding" psychiatric disorder
which requires psychotherapy in addi-
tron to addictions therapy.
The following information will also

be helpful during the assessment:
• Did the client have prior psychiatric
treatment? If so, inpatient or outpa-
tient? When? Where? For how long
was the client treated? Does the client
consider psychotherapy to have been
successful? Is theclientcurrentlybeing
treated for a psychiatric problem?
• Has the client ever used prescription
medications for a mental health condi-
tion? If so, was the client compliant?
Does the client feel the medications
worked? Is the client currently taking
such medications? If not, why not?
• If the client has been through a rehab
and has remained clean and sober for
six months or more, does s/he still ex-
perience acute depression, mania, or
anxiety on a daily basis? (NOTE: If the
client has been clean and sober for 45
days or longer, certain psychological
tests, e.g. personality inventories or
the Halstead Test, can help identify
psychiatric problems which are inde-
pendent of substance abuse.)
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HOW IS MICA THERAPY
DIFFERENT?

Alcohol and other drug addiction is
recognized as being a recurring illness
in which its victim may be subject to
relapse. In fact, relapse rates are often
over 50%. What can be done about it?
Some studies shed light on the prob-
lem.2,3,̂ ,5,6 For clients referred to chem-
ical dependency treatment programs:
• those with a psychiatric problem
have a greatly increased risk of treat-
mentfailure.
•the greater the neuropsychologic de-
ficits, the greater the odds of treatment
failure.
• the greater the number of prior treat-
ments, the greater the odds of treat-
mentfailure.
These findings indicate that (a) men-

tal health problems can interfere with
a client's ability to grasp and retain ad-
dictionstherapy, and (b) substance re-
lapse—especially repeated relapses—
may indicate a concurrent psychiatric
problem which has been overlooked,
undervalued, or insufficiently ad-
dressed in treatment.

It is unfair to ask most chemical de-
pendency rehabs to provide psychia-
trictreatment. First, they are not designed
for it and often have no access or lim-
ited access to a psychiatrist. Second,
MICA clients are different from rehab
clients—they can be disruptive to a
rehab program due to their different
needs and capabilities. Third, by vir-
tue of their psychiatric impairment,
MICAS may not respond well to standard
rehab treatment models.(', p.7) Finally,
many rehabs already have waiting lists
of clients which precisely match their
admission criteria.

Yet rehabs are often asked to treat
MICAS. Many rehabs explain the poor
progress MICA clients make by noting
in their discharge report that the pa-
tient is "experiencing psychiatric
problems" and needs psychiatric serv-
ices in addition to addictions after-
care.
MICA programs are designed to treat

both illnesses together. A good MICA
program, often under a psychiatrists
direction, allows for the judicious use
of psychotropic medications as part of
the therapy process. Coupled with
strong psychotherapy, a good MICA
program typically relies heavily on the
AA/NA 12-step model in its addictions
therapy. It also integrates both
psychotherapy and addictions therapy

so that the integrated program is more
effective than separate treatment pro-
grams run in tandem. Finally, a good
MICA program needs effective after-
care—some combination of existing
chemical dependency and mental
health support groups.
While MICA therapy programs tend

to be structured, the better ones are
flexible enough to be able to indi-
vidualizetreatment plans based on the
clients traits and abilities. They also
vary the length of stay according to the
client's needs, progress, and ability to
reenter his/her work and home environ-
mentsand follow an aftercare regimen.
MICAS sometimes experience suspi-

cion, hostility or rejection by tradi-
tional chemical dependency aftercare
and support groups. Sometimes the
group is uncomfortable accepting per-
sons with psychiatric diagnoses. Some-
times the group is "drug free" and
doesn't acknowledge someone need-
ing prescription medications as being
in recovery.
However, many MICAs need such

medications—and may, in fact, need
them for the rest of their lives—to
maintain socioemotional stability.
Fortunately, MICA-oriented aftercare
programs are beginning to sprout, par-
ticularly in urban areas.

Conscientious EAP professionals strive
to stay abreast of emerging health
problems, new perspectives, assess-
ment tools and treatment methods. To
the extent that EAP professionals and
therapists are aware of MICAS, and to
the extent they can adequately detect,
assess and refer such clients, the prob-
ability that the client will get the exact
treatment that s/he needs will sig-
nificantlyimprove.
"'Study shows 1 of 3 is a MICA patient," OMH
News, 1(7):7-9, Sept 1989.
ZMcCrady, B. and D. Smith, "Implications of
cognitive impairment for the treatment of alco-
holism,"Alcoholism: Clinical and Experimental
Research, 10(2), 1982.
''McLennan, A., et al. "Predicting response to al-
cohol and drug abuse treatment." Archives of
General Psychiatry 40:620, 1983.
^Rounsaville, B., et. al., "Psychopathology as a
predictor of treatment outcome in alcoholics."
Archives of General Psychiatry 44:505, 1987.
SSvanum, S. and W. McAdoo. "Predicting rapid
relapse following treatment for. chemical depen-
dency: amatched-subjects design." Journal of
Consulting Clinical Psychology, 57(2):22,
1989.
Woody, G., et. al., "Sociopathy -and
psychotherapy outcome." Archives of General
Psychiatry 42:1081, 1985.
'The multiple dilemmas of the multiply dis-
abled." Albany: Commission of Quality of Care
for the Mentally Disabled, 1986.
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Institute of Medicine Study Advocates
Expanding Treatment Systems and
Increasing the Community Role
The Institute of Medicine has released
a report entitled "Broadening the Base
of Treatment for Alcohol Problems."
The 609-page report is the result of a
study authorized by Congress in 7986
due to its concern that the availability
of treatment services "is becoming in-
creasingly important to the nation's
health care system. "

The following information, re%ased
on March 12 by the lnsti[ute of
Medicine Press Office, provides a
summary of the report. EAPA member
/im Francek, MSW, CEAP, presidentof
Jim Francek and Associates, Inc., of
Nowalk, Connecticut, represented the
EAP field on the committee which de-
veloped the report. The boxed article
on the following page is the portion of
the study which references EAPs.

The report will be available for pur-
chase from the National Academy
Press in May for $45. Puchase re-

quests should be made to: National
Academy Press, 2101 ConstitutionAv-
enue, NW, Washington, DC 20418;
(202) 334-3313 or 1-800-624-6242.

While current treatment pro-
grams for persons with alco-
hol problems are valuable

for many people, the nation needs
comprehensive treatment systems that
can better match problem drinkers
with the most appropriate kind of treat-
mentfrom the ful I range of therapy op-
tionsavailable, apanel ofexperts from
the Institute of Medicine (IOM) said
today.
"There is no one treatment approach

that is effective treatment for all per-
sonswith alcohol problems," the com-
mittee wrote in its report. Con-
sequently, matching the type of al-
cohol problem with the appropriate
treatment "is central" to effective inter-

BREAKTHROUGH at Gracie Square Hospital*
is a highly respected and experienced center

for the treatment of alcoholism and/or substance abuse.
Our Inpatient program offers detox and rehabilitation,

while our Outpatient facilities offer several options
including a 4-week intensive alcoholism program.

Dual diagnosis treatment is available
on an inpatient or outpatient basis.

BREAKTHROUGH has been approved for
Blue Cross and most major medical insurance.

BREAKTH
at Gracie Square Hospital

420 East 76th Street
New York, NY 10021

212.988.6205

'JCAHO accredited. Licensed by the NY Stale Office of Mental Health, the NY State Division of
Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse, and the NY State Division of Substance Abuse Services.
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vention, it said. A variety of ap-
proaches to treating alcohol prob-
lems—ranging from short-term coun-
seling to long-term, specialized inpa-
tient programs—have been developed
that show promise for many individuals,
it explained.
While further research on matching

will be required, recent advances in
alcohol treatment make' it possible to
use explicit criteria to match individu-
als to types of treatment, the commit-
tee concluded. These criteria should
be refined and the effectiveness of dif-
ferent treatments monitored to further
fine-tune treatment systems, it said.
The committee also recommended

that a "community role" in alcohol
treatment bean integral part of a com-
prehensivetreatment system. This role
would include routine screening for
alcohol problems and implementation
of some kinds of treatments by com-
munity workers in hospitals, other
medical facilities, social-assistance
agencies, schools, and courts. It urged
that four or five pilot programs be es-
tablished immediately to test this com-
prehensive approach.
To help ensure access to the full

range of alcohol treatments through-
out the United States, the committee
urged that sufficient insurance cover-
age be provided to cover the costs of
appropriate treatment, including fol-
low-up care. Access to appropriate
treatment options funded by both. private
health insurance and government pro-
grams "should be governed by the same
principles as coverage for other medi-
cal conditions," it stressed.
The study was funded at the request

of Congress by the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism of
the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services. Robert D. Sparks,
president emeritus and senior consul-
tant, W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Battle
Creek, Mich, chaired the 16-member
study committee.

ALCOHOL PROBLEMS

For some of the 70 percent of adult
Americans who drink, alcohol use is
associated with problem behavior.
Such alcohol problems,-the commit-
tee said, are very diverse and may
even vary in the same individual atdif-.
ferent times. Outward manifestations
of alcohol problems may include ag-
gressive or quarrelsome behavior, oc-
casional binge drinking, drunk driving,



or chronic drinking associated with
cirrhosis of the liver. This diversity
probably accounts for the findings that
no single treatment is uniformly effec=
tive and that many different treatment
approaches should be used selectively.
The causes of alcohol problems-~

whether biological, behavioral, or so-
cial—are a subject of intense debate in
the scientific community. The com-
mittee concluded that "there is no
likelihood that a single cause will be
identified for all instances of alcohol
problems." Although, it would be de-
sirable to know precisely what causes
alcohol problems, the committee
agreed that it is not essential for de-
velopingeffective treatments.

Across the board, the committee
found, there is an "inexcusable lack of
systematic research" on the nature of
alcohol problems; their treatment,
especially for special segments of the

population such as teens, drinking
drivers, minorities, the elderly, and
women; and the availability and
financing of treatment problems
across the nation.

TREATMENT OPTIONS
The committee concluded that "treat-
ment is usually, but not invariably
necessary, for alcohol problems,"
since there is now conclusive evi-
dence that, especially in mild and
moderate cases, alcohol problems
may improve without formal treat-
ment. Moreover, although treatment is
often helpful, like all other forms of
therapy "it can sometimes be harm-
ful." Among the potentially harmful
interventions cited by the committee
are vigorous negative confrontation
techniques used on people with low
self-esteem, concentration on an indi-

IoM STUDY REFERENCES EAPs
The following information is excerpted
from the text of the Institute of Medicine's
study report, "broadening the Base of
Treatment for Alcohol Problems. "

Emp~oyei•s and insurers can take the
lead in the private sector in the de-

velopment and testing of the vision
through their already existing employee
assistance programs (EAPs) and man-
aged care activities. Like the drinking
driver programs in the public sector,
iY~any of these employer- and insurer-
sponsored plans have partially insti-
tutec! key elements of the proposed
comprehensive system; they can thus
serve as festin~ grounds to evaluate the
benefits to be gained Icy introducing our
vision—or another variation that will
allow employers and insurers to make
data-based, empirically testable
choices for their employees and cus-
tomers, respectively, among the com-
~aeting treatment strategies, f_mployers
~u~d insurers ran carry out their own
studies, introducing the coiY~prehensive
system in s~~eci(ic sites and not in others
and then comparing outcomes. Again,
like the states, employers and insurers
c:an also design iY~ore elaborate experi-
menta) studies to test various combina-
tions of practices; here, the participa-
tion of NIAAA and private faunclations
in funding multisite studies would be
appropriate.

In some measure as a resF7onse to the'
recommendations of the Cooperative
Commission ,there are now an esti~Yiated
10,000 EAPs covering ap~~roximately
25% of the work force. A recent survey

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics found
that aE~proximately 50 percent of
businesses with more than 250 employees
had an EAP. Many EAPs have become
caught up in their sponsoring com-
pany's efforts to cut down escalating
health insurance costs, and as a result
some concern has been expressed for
their future as programs. The committee
shares this concern in thc~ absence of
any change in the. basicpattern of oper-
ation of [AI's. N~verCheless; it sees this
situation as a potential opportunity for
leadership if the cost-containment ef-
fortsare combined with efforts to main-
lain and iil~prove positive outcomes
through the implementation of the com-
mittee's recornmendafions,

In some respects EAPs are similar in
form and function lo• the kind of
mechanism recommended in this re-
port Lilo DWI programs, they have in
~~lace rudii7~entary assessment and con-
Pinuity assurance mechanisms. E-AP
co~mselors even now have informal
means for evaluating treaUnent agen-
cies and for matching their referrals to
them. The EAP counselor already func-
tions in some respects as a case man-
ager, although there is ongoing debate
as to whether this is an approE~riate
function if the emphasis is on cost con-
tainment rafherthan cost-effectiveness.
In beneral, it is important to prevent "fi-
nancial case management' and °clini-
cal case management" from working ai
cross purposes.
Thus an opportunity exists for EA('s,

working in concert with their com-
pany'stop management and benefit ad-

vidual's drinking problems to the ex-
clusion of co-existing psychiatric dis-
orders, and routine use ofanti-alcohol
medications.

"All treatment must be considered
within the context of a risk/benefit
analysis," it stressed.

Furthermore, the committee said
that it was especially concerned by the
growing use of coercion—such as
court-ordered treatment—in bringing
people into alcohol programs. "AI-
though some positive outcomes may
be achieved, the results of coerced
treatment are by no means uniformly
positive," it pointed out.
The committee also stressed that for

many individuals brief interventions—
short-term counseling (defined as six
sessions or fewer), discussing problem
behavior with clergy or family, or sim-
ply reading self-help materials or
watching films about alcohol prob-

ministrators, tc~ implement the commit-
tee's vision and to achieve a balance
between cost containment and treat-
ment quality. Recently, several com-
panies have introduced assessment and
case management systems (e.g., that in-
Yroduced by General Motors and the
United Auto Workers working with
Family Services of America and Con-
necticut General Corporation) that are
quite reminiscent of this report's recom-
mendations of this report. I-lowever, as-
sessmentand structured outcome mon-
itoring have not routinely been under-
taken in these arrangements.

Employers and insurers c:analso pro-
vide leadership by reyuirin~; the imple-
mentation of the committee's recom-
mendations in any managed care ar-
rangement which they develop or with
which they contract, he it an HMO or a
preferred provider network. The HMO
or preferred provider network should
include. an organized system for the
treatment of alcohol problems that in-
cludes screening and the opportunity
for brief intervention in the generalist
system before referral to the specialist
system. The managed care specialist
system should includepretreatment as-
sessment, matching at each stage of
treatment, continuity assurance, and
outcome monitoring.
Through such activities, the private

sector, witho~rt waiting for (ecleral or
state initiatives, can tale the lead in
modeling change's in practice that are
needed to make cost-effective treat-
ment possible.
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lems—may be appropriate. Generally
speaking, it observed, persons with
mild or moderate alcohol problems
can be targeted for brief interventions,
while those with substantial or severe
alcohol problems are more likely to re-
quire specialized treatment. Up to a
third of those now in such specialized
programs could be dealt with equally
effectively in less-expensive pro-
grams, it estimated.

A COMMUNITY ROLE

The committee recommended a
"broader and more comprehensive
nationwide effort to establish a strong
community role in dealing with mild
to moderate alcohol problems to com-
plement the efforts of the specialized
treatment sector in dealing with sub-
stantial and severe alcohol problems."
The role of community agencies would
be to identify persons with alcohol
problems, refer those who need it to
specialized treatment, and provide
brief intervention for the rest.
To help detect alcohol problems,

the committee recommended that all
persons entering medical settings be

systematically screened for alcohol
problems, either through direct obser-
vation, questionnaires on problem be-
haviors, or by friends or family of the
client. Brief interventions should then
be used in community settings—so-
cial-assistance agencies, educational
agencies, health agencies, and the
courts—for those identified as having
alcohol problems, coupled with the
selective referral of appropriate indi-
viduals to specialized treatment. The
committee also recommended more
training for community caseworkers,
teachers, medical personnel, and
others to help identify and intervene in
alcohol-related problems.

In each community, the committee
said, "the full range of alternative treat-
ments should be established and
covered by both public and private
financing mechanisms." Methods of
financing this expanded community
role and training the larger numbers of
human-services personnel required
"would have to be developed," the
committee recognized. However, it said
that social costs saved by appropriate
intervention would likely offset the
costs of a broadened program. ❑

FROM EAPA's RESOURCE CENTER
Additional information is available
from EAPA's Resource Center on the
assessment, referral and treatment/
clinical issues raised in this month's
five lead feature articles. They can be
ordered from the Subject Searches
Catalog which appeared on page 39
of the March issue of the Exchange.
The subject searches are categorized

by Content Areas on the EAP Scope of
Practice.

EAP DIRECT SERVICES

Assessment
Diagnosis
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
AND ADDICTIONS

Drug Types/Effects
Illnesses With Substance Abuse
Relapse
Symptoms/Signs
PERSONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS

Mental Health
Referral

Personalized Concerned Care
for adults and adolescents, including a full complement
of psychiatric care and addiction treatment programs

24 Hour Helpline 1.800.732.9808

Our complex world for some adolescents and youths is an overauhelming one and
when coupled with their oaun personality disorders, and family and social problems, some
of our teens and young adults turn to drugs and alcohol. South Oaks' Hope and Sage
Programs, under the direction of Douglas Marcus, M.D., is a unique therapeutic
community complemented by full hospital services for young drug abusers and addicts
who also suffer from a psychiatric disorder.

ADMINISTRATION Matilda Rice, M.D., Diplomats Kenneth Tishler, M.D., Diplomats
Leonard W. Krinsky, Ph.D., Executive Director Gerald Roskin, M.D., Diplomats Serafettin Tombuloglu, M.D., Diplomats
Chester J. Omiecinski, Administrator Nicholas Samios, M.D., Diplomats Sivachandra Vallury, M.D., Diplomats

Mark J. Sadler, M.D., Diplomats
PROFESSIONAL STAFF Edward R. Sodaro, M.D., Diplomats Internal Medicine

Suphi Surmeli, M.D., Diplomats, Clinical Director Mallie Taylor, M.D., Diplomats Julian Schwartz, M.D., Director

Franklin Laviola, M,D., Diplomats,
Assistant Clinical Director

~ •4~.
';~`~" ~_

Psychological Services

.~ . Waherponheiser,Ph.D.,Diplomate,Director

Psychiatry ~ ,~ SOUTH Barbara Bogorad, Psy.D.

Sheila B. 81ume, M.D., C.A.C., Diplomats

` 
OAKS Robert Carrere, Ph.D.

ABred Ettinger, M.D., Dipiomate
"~~ ~, HOSPITAL

Ann M. Kurz, Ph. D.

IraKishner, M.D., Di lomate
P

,J„
Social Services

Stephen T. Lincks, M.D., Diplomats ~; A COMPRFHF.NSIVE
MENTHE FIeALTIi CENTER Dianne Knight, M.S.W., Director

Martin Lipschutz, M.D., Diplomats ' e5~anusnea ~saz Nursing Services
Douglas A. Marcus, M.D., Diplomats - aoo Sunrise Highway Una Wards, R.N., Director
Hagop Mashikian, M.D., Diplomats Amityville, Long Island,
Cevat Neziroglu, M.D. New York 11701 Professional Education
Tadao Ogura, M.D., Diplomats

(5~s) 2sa-a000 Sidney Merlis, M.D., Diplomats, Director
South Oaks Hospital is fully accredited by the Joint Commisalon on Accredieeeion of Healthcare Organi~aeions end the American AsscelaUon of Psychietdc Services for Children.
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EAP
INFOTRACKS

1989 NATIONAL H.S.
SENIOR DRUG ABUSE
SURVEY RESULTS
PUBLISHED
The U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services published the re-
sults of its most recent annual National
Health School Senior Drug Abuse Sur-
vey. The following information about
the survey results is excerpted from a
presentation by HHS secretary, Louis
W. Sullivan, MD, during a press con-
ference on February 13.
For another year the survey shows continu-
ingdeclines among the percentages of high
school seniors using illicit drugs. The sur-
veyshows that annual use of illicit drugs by
high school seniors (that is, use at least

MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

THE
DRYDE~I
FILE II
O MCMLXXXVIII Motivision, Ltd.

UPDATED WITH NEW FACES,NEW
SETTINGS AND

24 Minutes
A NEW ENDING.

Available on 16mm Color Film
and Video Tape(all formats).

Previews $25 U.S. Motivision, Ltd.
Deductible Upon Purchase 2 Beechwood Road
Purchase Price $495 U.S. Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530
Plus Shipping Call(914) 684.0110

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF
"EAP-AT YOUR SERVICE!"
SELF-REFERRALS.LENGTH:

TO ENCOURAGE
8 MINUTES.

once during a year) declined from 38.5%
in 1988 to 35.4% in 1989. Current use,
that is use at least once in the 30 days prior
to the survey, declined from 21.3% in
1988 to 19.7% in 1989.
The percentage of seniors who have

used cocaine at least once in their lifetime
dropped from 12.1 % in 1988 to 10.3% in
1989. Current use of cocaine decreased
from 3.4% in 1988 to 2.8% in 1989. The
survey showed that lifetime, annual and
current use of crack essentially remained
the same.

Decreases in illicit drug use become
even more apparent when we compare the
responses by the seniors in the class of
1979, ten years ago, to the responses of the
1989 seniors. For example, the survey
shows that in 1979, 10.3% of high school
seniors used marijuana daily, and in 1989,
only 2.9%used this drug on a daily basis.
We have also seen significant positive

change in perceptions of illicit drugs use.
For instance, in 1979, only 34.2% of
seniors disapproved of people over 18 ex-
perimenting with marijuana. That percen-
tage has almost doubled to 64.6% of the
class of 1989.

Nevertheless, we know that one in every
two high school seniors (50.9%)will try an
illicit drug before high school graduation..
We are looking forward to a time when
young people will not be so directly con-
fronted with the drug threat as they grow
up.

It should also be pointed out that this sur-
vey isdesigned to measure drug use among
high school seniors, and as such, it does
not include students who drop out of
school or seniors absent on the day of sur-
vey. However, other studies show that
drug use, both current and past year, is
higher among those who have not com-
pleted high school.

In addition, there are still problems. The
survey shows an increase in the use of PCP,
a hallucinogen which is used by a very
small percentage of the population, but
which is the only drug category where we
see a rise in use between 1988 and 1989—
current use rose from 0.3% to 1.4% and
annual use rose from 1.2% to 2.4%.

In 1989, for the first time, the survey re-
ported on the use of steroids among high
school seniors. The survey found that 3%
of seniors had tried steroids at least once—
including 4.7% of males and 1.3% of
females.

Nevertheless, it is obvious from these
survey findings that young people have
made dramatic changes in their own use of
most illicit drugs, as well as changes in
their attitudes towards drug use by others
during the 1980s. Many federal and private
initiatives designed to increase youth's
awareness of the negative health conse-
quences of drug use are important factors
in these downturns. These programs pro-
vide the support needed by young people
in school, in the community, and in the
workplace to keep them drug-free.

MEMBERS ON
THE MOVE
G.M. "RED" ROE
was recently named
occupational pro-
gram consultant for
the State of Nevada.
In his position, he
will establish EAPs
and othercommu-
nity programming
throughout Nevada
to assist impaired persons.

Previously, Roe worked for the Na-
tional Association of Broadcast Em-
ployeesand Tech n icians as adm i n i strator.

ANNA L. BLACK-
STONE, CEAP, has
been named mar-
keting manager for
CONTACT, INC.,
a Tempe, AZ-based
EAP. Previously,
she managed EAP
marketing and pro-
gram development
for the Health East Business and Indus-
try Division in Minneapolis/St. Paul,
MN, and was a marketing director for
a medical clinic in Phoenix, AZ.

Blackstone can be contacted at: Con-
tact, Inc., 1400 E. Southern Avenue,
Suite 410; Tempe, AZ 85282; (602)
820-2328.
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TWO ADDITIONAL
ENTRIES TO THE
CURRICULUM
CA7"ALOG
The February issue of the Exchange

included a catalog of 30 academic
institutions with EAP or EAP-related
curriculums. We have since heard
from two additional universities that
requested a listing.

UNIVERSITY OF
MONTREAL
MONTREAL,QUEBEC,CANADA

Internship in EAP
School of Social Work
~ graduate ~ eight months
~ 27 credits, including three courses and
an internship
~ Topic Areas: (1) (3) (4) (5) (6)
~ Prereq: Students must be bilingual and
have three years of clinical practice
Comments: To date, there is not a

formal EAP curriculum, but the university's
internship formula is open to graduate
students interested in pursuing an EAP
career. ~ 15 graduates ~ Most of the
graduates are mature students looking for
professional reorientation.
~ Contact: Diane Bernier, Associate
Professor, School of Social Work. Univer-
sity of Montreal, C.P. 6128, Succ. A,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3C 3J7;
(514) 343-6598.

UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

EAP Specialization
College of Health
~ BSH and MSH degrees
~ graduate and undergraduate ~ 2 years .
~ internships X1983
~ 12-24 academic credits, or 45-51
semester hours, in curriculum

~ Topic Areas: all 6 Content Areas, plus
dual diagnosis, special populations, plus
other related coursework
~ Comments: Administered by the Col-
lege of Health's Division of Health Science,
in cooperation with the College of Educa-
tion and Human Services ~ Undergrad
degree meets requirements of Florida's
Certified Prevention Professional & Addic-
tions Professional designations. Grad
degree meets the eligibility for licensure
as a Florida Mental Health Counselor.
~ Emphasis on undergrad alcohol/drug
studies and graduate addictions counsel-
ing. ~ New curriculum revisions will
allow students new opportunities to design
an EAP option. An EAP certificate program
is also being considered. ~ 102 graduates.
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~ Contact: Sharon Tamargo Weaver,
Ph.D., Associate Professor, or Jerome B.
Hallen, Ph.D., Associate Dean; College
of Health, Division of Health Science,
4567 St. Johns Bluff Road South, Jackson-
ville, FL 32216-6699; (904) 646-2840.

HUDSON COUNTY, NJ
COUNCIL AWARDS
COMPANY'S EAP
oseph Cory, chairman of the board
of the Joseph Cory Companies, Inc.,

an interstate warehouse and delivery

~~

a

company, has been awarded the Rev.
Robert Alemy Distinguished Service
Award from the Hudson County Coun-
cil on Alcoholism and Substance
Abuse for his company's EAP, called
the "Reach Out Program." A cere-
mony honoring Cory was held on Feb-
ruary 2 in Jersey City, NJ.
The program was designed and im-

plemented by Fred Izzo, CAS, CEAP,
and Ed Fox, Ph. D., CAC, of Teaneck,
NJ-based Intervention Strategies. The
program's emphasis is on education
and prevention for employees, manage-
ment, dependents and union stewards.

Now, An Easy-to-Implement Step
Toward aSmoke-Free Environment

How? With agender-specific approach that was developed
to help women address their nicotine addiction.... and
to conquer it. Women Smokers Can Quit.• A Different A~iproach
is a new book that outlines an innovative self-help ap-
proach to quitting smoking that can be used alone
or in connection with a structured program.

Distribute Women Smokers Can Quit.' A Different Approach into
your workplace and you will show your support in the
battle against smoking. You will increase success rates and
promote workplace harmony.

You can even personalize the front cover of the book with
your company's name at no additional charge.

SEND FOR A COPY TODAY.

Call 1-800/ 543-3854 for more information, or send $6.95`
for each copy you wish, to:

WOMEN'S HEALTHCARE PRESS
500 Davis Street, Suite 700, Evanston, Illinois 60201

"Quantity pricing is available.



CONFERENCES AIVD
WORKSHOPS

EAPA CONFERENCES

The 19th National Conference wi I I be
held in New Orleans, Louisiana on
October 21-24. Details to come in the
July issue.
The Western District Conference

will be held on May 13-16 at the
Scottsdale Hilton Resort & Spa in
Scottsdale, AZ. The Arizona Chapter
will host, and various EAPA leaders
have been invited as special guests.
Persons wanting more information
should contact: Russ Binicki, WRC
Conference Chair, c%Maricopa County
EAP, 11 West Jefferson, Suite 14,
Arizona, AZ 85003; (602) 261-7030.

For EAPA's International Region, the
5th Annual European EAP Institute will
be held May 1-3 in Waterford, Ireland.
The theme is "Managing Poor Per-
formance—the EAP Response." It will
be cosponsored by EAPA, Maurice
Quinlan and Associates, ProAct of
West Germany and Robert T. Dorris &
Associates. For more information con-
tact: (U.S.), Robert T. Dorris, )r., Presi-
dent, Dorris &Associates, 5210 Lewis
Road, #7, Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
(818) 707-0544; elsewhere; Jeanne
McNamara, Quinlan &Associates, 36
Tirconnell Avenue, Lismore Lawn,
Waterford City, Ireland; 011-353-51-
55733.
The Eastern District Conference will

be held on June 10-13 at the Albany
Hilton in Albany, NY. It will be hosted
by the North-Eastern New York Chapter,
and the theme will be "EAP'90: New
Directions for a New Decade." For
more information contact: John Ham-
mond, Conference Chair, c/o Clinical
Services and Consultation, Inc., 636
New Loudon Road, Albany, NY
12210; (518) 783-5381.

CEAP EXAM INFORMATION

• Examination date: November 17,
1990; application deadline: October
10, 1990.

For more information, contact: Em-
ployee Assistance Certification Com-

mission, c/o EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax
Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington, VA
22203; (703) 522-6272.

PDH-APPROVED TRAINING

For reference, the PDH Content Areas
are: Area 1—Work Organizations;
Area 2—Human Resources Develop-
ment; Area 3—EAP Policy and Admin-
istration; Area 4—EAP Direct Serv-
ices; Area 5—Chemical Dependency
and Addictions; and Area 6—Personal
and Psychological Problems. For spe-
cific questions on the recertification
requirements by Content Area, call the
EACC at (703) 522-6272. For informa-
tion on coursework, use the contact
persons identified in the listings below.
LifeCycle Learning Resources, Inc., of
Newton, MA, will present these pro-
grams: • "Women, Anger and Intimacy:

Mothers, Daughters and Other Re-
lationships" (5 PDHs in Area 5) on
May 8, 9, 23 and 24. • "Sound Mind-
Sound Body: Bridging Spirituality,
Health and Effectiveness" (5 PDHs in
Area 5) on June 22, 25 and 26. • "Re-
claiming Lost Childhood: Adult Chil-
dren ofAlcoholicsand Other Troubled
Families" (5 PDHs in Area 5) on June
5, 7 and 8. For more information con-
tact: Lois F. Mastrangelo, LifeCycle
Learning Resources, Inc., 1320 Centre
Street, Suite 305, Newton, MA 02159;
(617) 964-5050.

The Smithers Alcoholism Treat-
ment and Training Center, St. Luke's=
Roosevelt Hospital Center will pre-
sent "Grand Rounds on Substance
Abuse Treatment: 1989-90 Lectures"
(2 PDHs in Area 6) on May 10 in New
York City. For more information con-
tact: Cherry Lowman, Ph. D., Coordi-

Sept. 8 -11, 1990 at
The Westin Resort, Hilton Head, South Carolina

Featured Faculty:
• LeClair Bissell, MD
• Claudia Black, PhD
• John Chappel, MD
• James Francek, CEAP
• George Franck, MD
• Evelyn Polk, RN
• David Smith, MD

•Larry Siegel, MD
Suzanne Somers, actress and ACoA

• Douglas Talbott, MD
• John Wallace, PhD
• Arnold Washton, PhD
•Robert Wiencek, MD
and others

Exhibit opportunities. Enjoy Southern hospitality.

For registration, call 1-800-726-4044

The O~cforci Institute Network of Care, located in Southeastern Michigan
and South Carolina, is dedicated to treatment, education, and research of
alcoholism and other drug addictions. It is a health care partner of St. John
Hospital and Medical Center, Detroit, Michigan.
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nator of Education, Training and Re-
search, Smithers Alcoholism Treat-
ment and Training Center, St. Luke's-
Roosevelt Hospital Center, 428 West
59th Street, New York, NY 10019;
(212) 523-6888.

Willingway Hospital will present
"Sobering Issues of the Decade," a
conference that focuses on alcoholism,
addiction and AIDS (9.5 PDHs in Area
5) on May 10-11 in Statesboro, GA. For
more information contact: Susan E.
Pajari, MST, Director of Education,
Willingway Hospital, 311 Jones Mill
Road, Statesboro, GA 30458; (912)
764-6236.
The EAPA Orange County (CA)

Chapter will present these programs:
"Critical Incident Debriefing" (1 PDH
in Area 6) on May 18. • "Building an Ef-
fective EAP" (1 PDH in Area 3) on June
15. • "Regional &National Issues for
EAPs" (1 PDH in Area 3) on August 17.
For more information contact: Jeanne
Newcomer, CEAP, Orange County
Chapter of EAPA, c/o UC-Irvine Medi-
cal Center, 101 City Drive, Rte. #44,
Orange, CA 92807; (714) 634-5646.
NECAD 90, a conference sponsored

INDEX OF
AD\/ERTISERS

25 Bethany Center

26 Breakthrough Concepts

13 Eagleville Hospital

14 Greenleaf Center

17 Hampton Hospital

9 Lifeline

16 Logical System Solutions

21 Martin Marietta

34 Meridell Achievement Center

29 Motivision

31 Oxford Institute Network of
Care

8 St. Anthony's Medical Center

7 Shelby Medical Center

2 South Coast Medical Center

28 South Oaks

23 Valley Hope Association

35 Wilson Center

30 Women's Healthcare
Consultants

36 Xpression Products
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by Edgehill Newport in Newport, RI,
has received approval for PDHs in Area
5 for 18 workshops. The conference
will be held from May 20-23. For more
information contact: Gaele Pesaturo,
MECAD 90, 200 Harrison Avenue,
Newport, RI 02840; (401) 849-5700.
Ten Broeck Hospital will present

these programs: • "Intervention Strate-
gies—Helping or Hindering?" (1 PDH
in Area 5) on May 24. "Employee
Services—Orientation & Education"
(1 PDH in Area 4) on July 19. • "Market
Your EAP Services Within Your Own
Company" (1 PDH in Area 3) on Sep-
tember 20. • "Family and Adult Chil-
dren of the Chemically Dependent" (1
PDH in Area 5) on November 15. All
programs will be held in Louisville,
KY. For more information contact:
CeCe Messa or Colleen Hahne, Ten
Broeck Hospital, 8521 La Grange
Road, Louisville, KY 40242; (502)
426-6380.

Amethyst will present "Group
Therapy for Adolescents" on June 14
and "Adolescent Relapse in the Recov-
ery Process" on June 15. Both pro-
grams have been approved for 5.5
PDHs in Area 5 and will be held in
Charlotte, NC. For more information
contact: Rosalie Smith, Director of
Education and Training, Amethyst,
P.O. Box 240516, Charlotte, NC
28224-0516.

Hazelden Services Inc. will present
these programs: • "So You are New to
the Field?" (6 PDHs in Area 3 and 8
PDHs in Area 4) on July 9-11. • "Em-
ployee Assistance Program Sympos-
ium" (4 PDHs in Area 2, 11 PDHs in
Area 3, 6 PDHs in Area 4, 3 PDHs in
Area 5, 3 PDHs in Area 6, for a total of
27 PDHs) on November 5-9. Both pro-
gramswill beheld in Center City, MN.
For more information contact: Ron
Knobbe, Hazelden Services Inc., Box
11, Center City, MN 55012; (612)
257-4010.

Merritt Peralta Institute/Institute
for Addiction Studies will present
"Issues in Spirituality: God Without
Hysteria" (5 PDHs in Area 5) on June
22, and "Kid's Power: Healing for
Young Children of Alcoholics" (5.5
PDHs in Area 5) on July 13. Both pro-
grams will be held in Oakland, CA.
For more information contact: Margaret
Saget, Training coordinator, Merritt
Peralta Institute, Institute for Addiction
Studies, 435 Hawthorne Avenue,
Oakland, CA 94609; (415) 428-4104.
Johnson Institute will sponsor the

following programs: •Summer Clinical
Institute (17 PDHs in Area 5, 13 PDHs
in Area 6) on July 23-27 in Min-
neapolis, MN..• "Diagnosing & Treat-
ing Adult Children of Alcoholics" (6
PDHs in Area 5, 6 PDHs in Area 6) on
May 31-June 1 in Houston, TX and
October 11-12 in Washington, DC.
For more information contact: David
Wilmes, Johnson Institute, 7151 Metro
Blvd., Minneapolis, MN 55436.

OTHER TRAINING

The 38th Annual Institute of the New
York City Central Labor Council, AFL-
CIOCommunity Services Committee/
Central Labor Rehabilitation Council
will be held on May 5 at the Sheraton
Center in New York City. The theme
will be "National Health Care: A
Dialogue Between Labor and Social
Work." Featured speakers will be John
J. Sweeney, Service Employees Inter-
national Union and Dr. Harold Lewis,
Dean, Hunter College School of Social
Work. For more information contact
Jack Gehan at (212) 532-7575.
The 11th Annual Conference of the

EAPA Illinois Chapter will be held on
May 8 in Chicago. The theme will be
"EAPA: BEYOND ALMACA; New
Name, New Decade." Mardee Beck-
man will present the results of the
McDonnell Douglas EAP Financial
Impact Study. For more information
contact Murphy &Murphy (Associa-
tion Managers) at (312) 645-0083.
The EAPA Southeast Wisconsin

Chapter will present "Pioneering Into
the 90s: Ideas, Actions, Innovations"
on May 17 in Milwaukee. For more in-
formation contact chapter president
Jon Christensen at (414) 886-6575.

The Oxford Institute Network of
Care will sponsorthe Hilton Head Ad-
dictions Conference on September 8-
11 on Hilton Head Island, SC. Among
the speakers will be Drs. John Wallace,
Claudia Black, Douglas Talbott, LeClair
Bissell, and others. For more informa-
tion call Mary Johnson at 1-800-726-
4044.
The Society for Traumatic Stress

Studies will hold its sixth annual meet-
ing in New Orleans, LA on October
28-31. The theme will be "Trauma
Studies: Contributions to Life Sciences
and Humane Policy." For more infor-
mation contact: The Society for Trau-
matic Stress Studies, 435 N. Michigan
Avenue, Suite 1717, Chicago, IL 60611;
(312) 644-0828. ❑
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tN THE EAP BUSINESS LIFE CYCLE, DIVERSIFYING
INTO MANAGED CARE MAKES GOOD SENSE

by John D. Fry
Partner
Phase II Consulting
Salt lake City, Utah

II services and products have
life cycles. The stages of the life
cycle include introduction,

growth; maturity and decline. Com-
pared to the fast pace of change in the
areas of human resources manage-
ment, health care and the provision caf
related services, the traditional EAP is
part of a relatively mature incaustry.
What is a mature industry? Were are

some of the characteristics.
• The rate of growth decreases.
•Industry overcapacity is present.
• Financial pressure is present due to
increased price competitionand over-
capacity.

In the current climate ~f the ESP
field, maintaining a growth curve can
be a considerable challenge. The two
most logical ways of realizing growth
are to (1) ex~ancl in geographic area to
serve the needs of multi-location com-
panies and their affiliates, and (2) in-
cre~se the rank of services thlt can
help companies reduce their mental
heath card (including drug/alcohol)
costs.
The first option is not available to

companies which do not have the ca-
~acity for regional or national growth,
nor desire to be acquired. The second
oration', however, presents some at-
tractive possibilities. It presents some
new hazards, as well. An estak~lished
local EAP can "lever" into managed
mental health care cautiously and
thereby avoid a blind leap of faith.

STEPSTO HEtP YOU DETERMINE
WHETHER TO DIVERSIFY

There are several common-sense,
low-cost actions an EAP can take to in-
vestigate the feasibility of expanding ''
services to include managed mental
health care. They include:
1. Make informal inquiries to paten- ~,
fiat clients. A quick way to ascertain

interest in MMHC is to schedule inter-
views with some of the major payors in
your market area and with existing
EAP clients. The purpose of the inter-
view should be to determine if the em-
ployer is interested in MMI-IC generally
and, if so, what services it would like:.
While this type of interview is very
useful, be aware that it is easy for em-
ployers to overstate their interest in the
additional services. Be thorough in as-
c~taining exactly what MMHC serv-
ices your EAP firm would be called on
to provide.
2. Prepare a feasuility study/business
plan. ~ classic mistake ~is to proceed
with a new venture or service based on
a plan "in your head." A feasibility
study/business plan for developing
MMHC services is a musi. The plan
.should have a degree of sE~ecificity
such that it can serve as a "road ma~~"
for implementing the services. It must
minimize the confusion as to task as-
signments and provide a means for the
early identification of potential diffi-
culties. Even though planning may
seem superfluous, it isn't.
A business plan'for an existing EAP

that is expanding' into MMHC would'.
probably include: •the characteristics
of the local MMHC market. ~ product
design. •sales estimates. •operational
design. •administrative systems. •
integration with existing operations
and administrative'systems and proce-
dures. • a mai~ketig plan. • Ic.gal re`
quirements. ~ a MMHC budget, as
distinct from the EAP budget. • an im-
plementation timetable. • a table
which lists individual tasks and specifies
the person responsible for overseeing
completion of the tasks.
3'. Make a "Go" or "No Go" decision.
Based on the findings from the informal
inquiries and the feasibility study/busi-
ness plan, decide whether to proceed
with the development of MMHC serv-
ices. Be painfully honest as ro the mar-
ket potential and the skills and re-
sources of your EAPfirm. Perhaps the
market is ready, but MMHC is presently.

too large ̀~n undertaking fai~ your firm.
If this is the case, be mindful of alterna-
tives, such as developing services in
conjunction with another EAP.
4. Common steps in service develop-
ment. After solidifying the business
plan, which includes a detailed cost
structure, the preliminary steps should
betaken make the MMHC services op-
erational. Some of those activities in-
clude the development or enhance-
ment of apreferred-provider panel, an
administrative "infrastructure" to sup-
port the service, developing contracts
fc~r hospitals, independent providers
and payors; ancJ implementing 'the
marketing elan.

FACTORS FOR SUCCESS

As the MMHC services are developed,
the EAP should ex~~loit its existing
.strengths, such as current client rela-
tionships, staff expertise, knowledge
of local services and professionals,
etc. Here are some factors which can
assure a more comfortable entry.
1. Have your core business well under
control Even the bast-laid MMHC
plan will have flaws that become'v~si-
ble only after the commencement of
operations. If the core business is not
operating smoothly, the addition of
MMHC will turn a "one-frontwar"into
a "two-front war."
2. Plan the work,. work the plan. Stick
t~ the business plan unless compelling
reasons justify a departure frUm it: The
entrepreneur's "siren's song" is to dis-
continue work on one project to E~ursue
another project that is momentarily
more appealing.
3. Sell MMHC services to existing
clients. Arelatively easy way to deter-
minethe feasibility of adding a MMHC
service is to sell the MMHC service to
current EAP clients. Selling to an exist-
ing c.lienthas the significant advantage
of an existing business relationship.
4. Resources required. The resources
required for developi ng a MM HC serv-
ice will vary widely depending ~n the
specific characteristics of the service.
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The Loser

could become
The Winner
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He is hanging out on a collision
course in life. He is angry, defi-
ant, out of control, and rebel-
lious. He is in trouble at home,
at school, and with drugs.

He is on the road to becoming a
cooperative family member and
a productive member of society.
He has a feeling of self worth
and is able to develop positive
relationships with others.

Meriden Achievement Center is a long term residential psychiatric
treatment facility for children and adolescents. Losers can become win-
ners with our caring professional staff to guide them towards highly
individualized goals in a structured environment. Community living
and the development of real relationships are emphasized. Academic
opportunities and vocational skills are developed to provide realistic
accomplishments. Acompetitive sports program is designed to channel
destructive aggressions into positive self-esteem and teamwork. As a
professional, make the right decision to help an emotionally troubled
youth become a winner in ►ife at Mendell.

MERIDELL ACHIEVEMENT CENTER

P.O. Box 9383 •Austin, TX 78766 512/259-0774
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WHEN A TROUBLED TEENAGER

HITS BOTTOM AND TURNS TO YOU,

TURN TO THE WILSON CENTER!

THERE'S HOPE, THERE'S HELP AT

THE WILSON CENTER PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

AND RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
• Specializing in the most difficult adolescent and young adult

psychiatric and chemical dependency problems.

• Caring intermediate to long term hospitalization/residential
program on a beautifu140 acre campus includes a nationally
accredited private school.

~ Over 300 employees serve the unique needs of our 80 patient
population.

• 1'wo decades of successfully treating and guiding young people
toward happy and productive adulthood.

BE PREPARED .. CALL TODAYFOR A

FREE BROCHURE DESCRIBING OUR

UNIQUEAND COMPREHENSNE

SERVICE.

THE WILSON CENTER
ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

Faribault, Minnesota 55021
Call:

800-328-4873 (Outside Minnesota)
507-334-5561 (Inside Minnesota)
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Under stress' 1 Black (stressed)
(see reverse) ■Red (tense)
Use only at '" ~ ~,reen (calm}
room temp.

(70.74°) ~ 81ue {relaxed}
Hoitl thumb on Squ8r8 for cO~nt of ten to mtlicate your stress level J
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*UNION
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EAP CARDS
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r YOUR STRESS-ALERT CARD
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WE CAN HELP
An Empiayee end WnWsmea! Nesoures -

E~IIO~OyMf: I~ yVU a2 hdvinp pr0~~ems with o
• Aiconui?Drugs • Mantaufamiiy • E+noibnalrStress ~ F~nanc!aVOtnen g
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•A550CIATION•

Employee Assistance Professionals Association
4601 N. Fairfax Drive
Suite 1001
Arlington, VA 22203

S~1L.E I~RICES
LOWER THAN EVER

FOR 1990

• The EAI' Card •The Stress Alert Card

• The Recovery Card •The Custom Card

—IN EFFECT NOW—

Xpression Products is owned and operated

by ~ 10 year EAPA (ALMACA) Member.
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